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This report was done in partial fulfillment of the degree requirements for obtaining a Master’s in Urban 
Planning at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The results of this report should not be used 
to make decisions. At the time of writing this document, the Rock Cut Climate Action Plan is still an 
ongoing project at SEDAC; accordingly, the data provided are updates as of April 2020. It is likely that 
the results would be different in later revisions as the team makes progress in the project. However, 




Illinois State Parks are a unique cultural and environmental asset for the State of Illinois. They serve as a 
bridge between the general public and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) helping 
IDNR achieve its mission of resource conservation, education, and research. Climate change, more than 
any other issue, challenges our ability to develop a more sustainable society and environment. State parks 
are accessible, hands-on learning laboratories that help people understand the human/nature relationship 
and the challenges of developing a more sustainable society. It is therefore critical that IDNR’s current 
operational, outreach, and educational efforts be centered on understanding the implications of climate 
change and mitigating its impact, particularly, by moving towards carbon neutrality. Accordingly, the 
Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) took initiative to conduct research in order to provide 
IDNR with a climate action plan for the Rock Cut State Park (RCSP). This document showcases portions 
of that project in which the author was involved. Also, it aims to depict a roadmap for the carbon neutral 
future at the RCSP by outlining the methods implemented to develop a carbon inventory, mitigation 
strategies, and actions toward meeting the goal of carbon neutrality by 2050. 
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Illinois State Parks are a unique cultural and environmental asset for the State of Illinois, providing 
vibrant recreational and natural sanctuaries that engage large numbers of visitors each year.  They serve as 
a bridge between the general public and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) regarding 
natural resource management issues, helping IDNR achieve its mission of resource conservation, 
education, and research.  State parks are accessible, hands-on learning laboratories that help residents 
understand the human/nature relationship and the challenges of developing a more sustainable society. 
 
Climate change, more than any other issue, challenges our ability to develop a more sustainable society 
and environment. It is therefore critical that IDNR’s current operational, outreach, and educational efforts 
be centered on understanding the implications of climate change and mitigating its impact, particularly by 
moving towards carbon neutrality.  
 
Accordingly, SEDAC  took initiative to conduct research in order to provide IDNR with a climate action 1
plan for the Rock Cut State Park as a model to be used for Illinois state parks. This document showcases 
portions of the project in which the author has been involved and aims to depict the roadmap created for a 
climate neutral future at the RCSP which outlines strategies, initiatives, and targets toward meeting the 
goal of carbon neutrality by 2050. 
 
This document contains the following elements: 
 
● Baseline Climate Emissions Inventory:​ Emission categories including transportation, services 
and operations, buildings energy use, water, wastewater, and solid waste. The baseline emissions 
inventory consists of a sector-by-sector analysis quantifying the current level of emissions 
associated with the mentioned categories.  2
● Strategies to Mitigate Climate Emissions:​ The concept of mitigation wedges was used to 
graphically represent the effect of mitigation strategies over time. A mitigation wedge represents 
the contribution of a particular strategy towards the overall goal of climate neutrality. The 
strategies are applied to a business-as-usual scenario in order to project the cumulative impact of 
individual mitigation strategies on emissions towards climate neutrality by 2050.  
● Project Prioritization and Three Phases of Project Planning:​ Determines what strategies and 
when they can be implemented to deliver the most value to the park and progress towards the goal 
of climate neutrality. It is planned to prioritize the strategies in three phases: (1) Phase 1_ The 
initial 5-Year Plan, (2) Phase 2_ The second 5- Year Plan, and (3) The long-term plan toward Net 
Zero by 2050. However, since this part of the project is still an ongoing research, it is not 
included in this report. 
 
 
1 Smart Energy Design Assistance Center, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
2 This report only provides details on Transportation, Services and Operations, and Solid Waste. However, the 
results of other sectors are mentioned to provide a sense of how much different sectors contribute to carbon 
emissions. 
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This report is organized as follows. The Introduction section introduces the Rock Cut State Park and 
provides background on climate change issues. The second section defines and explains Climate Action 
Planning and its process,  also, it introduces related case studies. The third section, which is the core of 
this document, represents the RCSP Climate Action Plan, including carbon inventory and calculations, 
strategies used to mitigate emissions, and an analysis on the effectiveness and impact of adopted 
approaches. Renewable energy generation and carbon sequestration are suggested as complementary 
methods to help reach carbon neutrality. The final section provides a summary of results of implementing 
the recommended actions., The lessons learned by the author in this project are provided in the last 
section to help researchers, professionals, and students who desire to take part in developing climate 
action plans. 
 
Rock Cut State Park 
 




Rock Cut State Park comprises 3,092 acres and includes Pierce Lake and Olson Lake.  There are several 
activities at the park such as camping, fishing and boating, hunting, swimming, hiking trails, and winter 
sports. The campground provides electricity at site, sanitary dump stations, showers, and toilets. 
Concessions provide food services and campground grocery stores as well as boat and kayak rental to 
park’s visitors. The office building is located on the southside of the park and concession is located on the 
southside of the Pierce Lake. There are two shower and restroom facilities at the park that are open May 
through October for park visitors. Several vault toilets are also located throughout the park. 
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Figure 2: Rock Cut State Park trail map  3
 
 
Challenge of Climate Change 
According to the UN, climate change is the largest issue of our time . There are unprecedented 4
consequences challenging the planet. Sea level rise, change of weather patterns, threatened food 
production are some global level instances. It is urgent to mitigate such occurrences and to adapt to their 
consequences today. Otherwise, it will be much more costly to take action in the future. 
 
Climate Change in Illinois 
According to the EPA, temperature increases by one degree in the last century, change is the pattern of 
great lakes ice cover formation and melting, and more frequent floods in most of the state are all 
3 "Park Maps – Rock Cut State Park Concession." ​http://www.rockcutpark.com/park-guidelines/park-maps/​. 
Accessed 14 Apr. 2020. 
4 ​"Climate Change | United Nations." ​https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/climate-change/​. 
Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
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indicators of the fact that climate change is happening in the State of Illinois.  In addition, public health 5
would be at risk as extreme hot days become prevalent in urban areas. Corn harvest in rural areas will not 
be immune to the consequence as well. 
 
According to NOAA Centers for Environmental Information’s climate assessment for Illinois in 2017 : 6
 
● In the 20th century, the average annual temperature has increased by about 1℉. 
○ 2℉ increase in the average spring temperature has been witnessed. 
○ With the current level of emissions, projections predict unprecedented warming by the 
end of the 21st century. 
● Another symptom is the changing pattern of precipitation as it has generally above the average in 
the past two decades. This has positive and negative impacts on agriculture as it provides 
adequate soil moisture  but creates a delay in spring planting. 
○ More spring planting delays will be experienced as the projections show increased winter 
and spring precipitation. 
● More floods and droughts would be inevitable as a result of extreme precipitation and evaporation 
rates. 
 
Challenge of Climate Change for Parks 
As Gonzalez, Wang, Notaro, et al. report in their study published in the  Environmental Research Letters, 
America’s national parks are warming at a rate twice the national average.  This study, which analyzes 7
data collected from 417 national park units, showed a 12 percent reduction in the collective national park 
area while this decrease was 3 percent for the rest of the United States. 
 
Sierra Club reports “Colorado’s Rocky Mountain National Park, lush stands of white pine and spruce that 
used to blanket whole mountainsides are now dead brown sticks, ravaged by bark beetles that have killed 
834 million trees across the state. Visitors to Zion National Park were barred for several months from 
climbing to famed Angels Landing and visiting the Emerald Pools, both damaged by flooding and erosion 
from an extreme early summer storm.  And visitors to Yosemite–well, they couldn’t visit at all. For 
almost four weeks in July and August 2018, Yosemite suffered an unprecedented closure as the Ferguson 
Fire raged just outside the park’s borders, shrouding it in dense, choking smoke...Wildfires aren’t a threat 
only in the West. Two years ago, a cluster of wildfires burned more than 10,000 acres of Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park over more than two weeks. Fueled by unusually low humidity after a prolonged 
drought and winds up to 80 miles an hour, the fire spread to surrounding communities, killing 14 people, 
injuring 150, and burning 2,400 buildings in the surrounding towns of Gatlinburg and Pigeon Forge.”  8
5 "What Climate Change Means for Illinois - US EPA." 
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/climate-change-il.pdf​. Accessed 
12 Apr. 2020. 
6 "Illinois - State Summaries 2019." ​https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/il/​. Accessed 12 Apr. 2020. 
7 "Disproportionate magnitude of climate change in ... - IOPscience." 24 Sep. 2018, 
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aade09/meta​. Accessed 12 Apr. 2020. 
8 "How Climate Change Could Destroy Our ... - Sierra Club." 27 Nov. 2018, 
https://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/how-climate-change-could-destroy-our-national-parks​. Accessed 12 Apr. 2020. 
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It is now understandable why almost all the parks have a climate change section on their websites. Future 
projections predict more threats in the future. Thus, reducing carbon pollution from vehicles, waste, boats, 
buildings, and other human sources can save parks from the potential consequences of climate change. In 




With over over 807 million visitors in 2018, state parks have been visited by more than double the total 
population of the United States . State parks are accessible recreational attractions close to urban areas. 9
As it is becoming more difficult for people living in large cities to go to distant outdoors such as national 
parks, NASPD argues, modern american life is witnessing a growth in state parks.  10
 
The biggest difference between national and state parks is that national parks are managed by the federal 
government while state parks are operated by state governments.State parks are closer to urban areas with 
more amenities than national parks which results in more regulated development.   As more facilities 11
exist in state parks, it is more probable for them to produce emissions contributing to climate change. 
Also, it is more likely for them to get impacted by the human activities in nearby urban areas. 
 
2_ Climate Action Planning 
As EPA defines it, “climate action plan lays out the institutional and policy structure, including specific 
policy proposals or planning processes, that an institution will use to develop and implement a climate 
change mitigation strategy.”  A climate action plan typically addresses the following : 12 13
 
● Regional and local climate risks and vulnerabilities. ​Climate change consequences emerge 
with multiple faces in different regions. Some areas might face more drought days, however, 
some others might suffer from more floods. It is important to identify the kinds of risks a climate 
action plan is expected to deal with. 
● Baseline greenhouse gas emissions. ​The baseline GHG emissions which is measured in a 
specific period of time (typically one year) refers to the production of GHG emissions that 
occurred in the past and are being produced prior to adoption of any mitigation strategies. 
● Goals and targets. ​Evaluation of progress is facilitated by setting qualitative goals. Goals should 
include a specific timeframe. Also, they are stated in terms of amount of emissions reductions, 
cost savings or energy savings. 
9 The National Association of State Park Directors 
10 "Value & Benefits - NASPD - America's State Parks." ​https://www.stateparks.org/about-us/value-benefits/​. 
Accessed 12 Apr. 2020. 
11 "National parks, monuments, forests, and state park differences." 9 Oct. 2019, 
https://matadornetwork.com/read/differences-national-parks-monuments-recreation-areas/​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
12 Environmental Protection Agency 
13 "Developing a State Climate Change Action Plan | US EPA." 2 May. 2017, 
https://archive.epa.gov/epa/statelocalclimate/developing-state-climate-change-action-plan.html​. Accessed 12 Apr. 
2020. 
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● Alternative policy options.​ Policy options are general guides leading solutions in desired 
directions. They might suggest investments in specific kinds of technology or might require 
preparing educational materials. 
● Identification and screening of mitigation actions.​ Having the leading policy options, proper 
actions serving those policies would be identified. For example, for the education policy, one 
action might be to educate the public, another would be to educate staff. Each of these actions 
could have different results. 
● Forecast impacts of mitigation actions.​ Identified mitigation actions should be modeled to show 
how much effective they are considering their respective policies and the goals of the project. 
● R​ecommendations and strategy for implementation.​ Based on the study of effectiveness of 
mitigation actions, the ones with the highest effectiveness with regard to the goals of the project, 
will be recommended to be implemented. 
 
Process for Developing a Climate Action Plan 
Climate Action Planning happens at different levels and adopts different approaches. However, the goal 
for any plan is to either mitigate the climate change consequences or to adapt to those changes. Besides, 
although the approaches might seem a little different, the results are expected to be similar. This part of 
the report introduces EPA’s suggested climate action planning process. Following that, the process 
through which the Rock Cut Climate Action Plan has been produced will be explained. 
 
EPA Local Climate Action Plan Framework 
EPA suggests a six-step framework for local climate action plans which starts with Developing a GHG 
Inventory, followed by Reach Out and Communicate, Set Goals and Select Actions, Obtain Resources, 
Take Action, and Track and Report. Also EPA explains there is no need to follow these steps in order 
they are explained because they are highly interrelated with multiple entry points and paths through the 
process.  14
 
The first step, Developing a GHG Inventory, will be explained in more detail as it has been a very 
important part of this report. However, other steps will also be introduced. 
 
14 "Local Climate Action Framework: A Step-by-Step ... - US EPA." 9 Sep. 2016, 
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/local-climate-action-framework-step-step-implementation-
guide​. Accessed 9 May. 2020. 
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Developing a GHG Inventory 
“Developing GHG inventories help understand ongoing activities and major sources of emissions; 
identify areas to focus activities; establish and track progress toward goals; refine or improve existing 
projects; build and maintain support for programs; compare results with other programs; or facilitate 
decision-making about future policies or goals.”  15
 
As EPA explains it, this step could follow two different approaches. One approach only considers 
emissions of the governing body (in the case of this project, only emissions that are related to park 
facilities), however, the other approach studies community emissions as a whole (This is the kind of 
approach adopted for the Rock Cut State Park Climate Action Plan). 
 
Figure 4 depicts the key steps EPA suggests for developing a GHG inventory. 
 
15 "Develop Greenhouse Gas Inventory | Climate and ... - US EPA." 30 Nov. 2016, 
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/develop-greenhouse-gas-inventory​. Accessed 9 May. 2020. 
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Step 1_ Set Goals and Priorities: ​This step is to think about why a GHG inventory is being created and 
how it will be used. The answers to these questions will set the ground to start the project (EPA). 
 
Step 2_ Define Scale of Inventory:​ By knowing the goals, it is possible to decide where to consider for 
the purpose of the project and what kinds of activities and which sources of emissions should be 
considered for the GHG inventory. It is important to decide whether the project considers Direct 
Emissions or Indirect Emissions or both. Direct emissions are the emissions within the borders of a 
project over which the project managers have control., Indirect emissions are emissions caused by actions 
of the project but by sources outside the operational control of the project (EPA). 
 
There are three scopes to categorize emissions based on their source. A comprehensive account of GHG 
emissions will be provided by these scopes (EPA): 
11 
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● Scope 1: ​All direct GHG emissions (e.g., emissions from office buildings in the park, mowing 
activity). 
● Scope 2:​ Indirect GHG emissions resulting from electricity use. Scope 2 may also encompass 
emissions from purchased heating, cooling, or steam. 
● Scope 3:​ All other indirect emissions (e.g., emissions resulting from the extraction and 
production of purchased materials and fuels, contracted solid waste disposal or wastewater 
treatment, employee commuting and business travel, outsourced activities). 
 
When developing a GHG inventory, it is important to know what ​Emission Factor​ and ​Carbon Dioxide 
Equivalents​ are. As EPA defines it, “an emission factor defines the quantity of emissions per unit of fuel 
or activity. Emissions are calculated by multiplying activity data by the emission factor.” According to the 
EPA, “GHG emissions can be expressed either in physical units (such as grams, tonnes, etc.) of each 
individual greenhouse gas or in terms of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e). A CO2e measurement is 
derived by multiplying the physical units of the gas by the gas’s global warming potential (GWP).”  16
 
Step 3_ Collect and Compile Data:​ Collect data based on the sources decided to be considered in the 
project (EPA). 
 
Step 4_ Set Base Year:​ When developing a GHG inventory, first, a baseline inventory is developed 
based on a set base year for which enough data is available. To choose a base year, it is important to 
notice whether data for that year is available; and whether the year represents a typical year. The 
inventory base year will provide a benchmark to compare future emissions against it (EPA). 
 
Step 5_ Calculate Emissions:​ Calculate emissions for the sources considered for the inventory and put 
the data into appropriate equations (EPA).  
 
Step 6_ Procure Certification:​ This is an optional step to let a third-party verify the accuracy and quality 
of the calculations which might be needed to participate in some greenhouse gas registries (EPA). 
 
Step 7_ Analyze and Communicate Results:​ Valuable lessons are learned from the analysis of driving 
forces behind the emissions. This analysis would make it possible to answer questions such as: what are 
the largest sources of emissions? Are the high emissions a because of high activity levels or high emission 
factors? How are we doing compared to similar entities (EPA)? 
 
To briefly introduce the nexts steps in the EPA climate action planning framework (EPA): 
● The ​Outreach and Communicate​ step will help communicate with and engage stakeholders 
before, during and after project implementation. 
● The ​Set Goals and Select Actions​ step helps articulate goals for the project and identify, analyze, 
and select actions that promote the goals. 
16 "Develop Greenhouse Gas Inventory | Climate and ... - US EPA." 30 Nov. 2016, 
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/develop-greenhouse-gas-inventory​. Accessed 14 May. 
2020. 
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● The ​Obtain Resources​ step helps identify resources required for the project including funding, 
staff time, technical expertise, and buy-in. 
● The ​Take Action​ step helps design and implement actions selected through the project. 
● The ​Track and Report​ step helps develop, track, analyze, and report on performance indicators 
to evaluate project success. 
 
Rock Cut State Park Climate Action Planning Process 
The Rock Climate Action Plan project started by knowing the fact that the goal was to come up with a 
plan to reach a carbon neutral park by 2050. The more engaged in the project, the more it was understood 
what was required to do and how to do it. Figure 5 depicts the author’s understanding of what was done in 
the process of preparing the RCSP CAP. This project is still an ongoing project at SEDAC, accordingly, 
some steps would be different if the report was written after the project was completed. However, this is 
based on what the author knows so far. 
 
Figure 5: Rock Cut Climate Action Planning Process 
 
 
Like many other CAPs, and like the EPA process explained earlier, the project started by setting a ​goal​ 一 
reaching Carbon Neutrality by 2050. The author has not been directly engaged in the process of goal 
setting, however, it is understood that the goal was determined after meetings with IDNR representatives 
and park managers.  
After knowing the goal, it was time to take the next step by ​collecting data​ on all the sectors identified to 
be among the emission producers., A list of the data required was submitted to the client in order for them 
to provide for the research team. This process took one and a half months and when the client prepared 
the requested data, it was initially analyzed for accuracy and completeness. 
 
Developing the ​emission inventory​ was the most time consuming part of the project. Theoretically, it is 
estimating emissions by calculating the total amount of consumption in different sectors and multiplying 
those consumptions by emission factors. However, many problems could happen on the way. At first, it is 
13 
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needed to figure out how to estimate the total consumption based on the available data. This could be 
heavily based on other information that one would not predict when collecting data. Suppose one wants to 
calculate emissions from rental boats at the park by knowing the number of boats and the engine types. 
When they start to do the calculations, they need to know how much fuel such an engine would burn to 
work. Besides, one needs to know how many hours a day the boats are on the lake and how many days in 
a year there is demand for those boats. For the consumption part, it is needed to do research to figure out 
how much a boat with a specific engine type would burn. If lucky, the park manager will provide a 
boating schedule and boating demand in different seasons. However, it is unlikely that a client would 
have data on everything. Consequently, to proceed with the project, either it is required to make some 
assumptions (based on research) or to go on site visits and base the calculations on those observations. 
When everything is ready to estimate the amount of emissions, one needs to obtain an emission factor for 
the specific source producing it. Unit conversion is a routine thing required to do when calculating 
emission factors. For example, one knows that the boats annually consume 1000 gallons of propane. So, 
they obtain the emission factor for propane. But with a closer look, they realize the emission factor’s unit 
is in pounds (MTCO2/lb). Accordingly, it is important to always pay attention to the units. Besides, it is 
not always easy to find reliable emission factors (a struggle in this project was a reliance number for 
charcoal). 
 
Having estimated emissions for the baseline year (in the case of our study, 2019), it is time to come up 
with ​strategies​ to mitigate carbon emissions. These strategies could be technological, political, 
educational, incentive-based, etc. Whatever the strategies are, they should be within the power of the 
client to implement, also, they should be quantifiable to make us able to measure their effectiveness. 
However, one can also suggest strategies that are not easy to predict their impact and let the client decide 
whether to adopt them or not (e.g. it is not easy to estimate the effectiveness of providing educational 
materials to park visitors. One would not be able to confidently say, for example, educational materials 
result in a 10% decrease in gasoline consumption, unless they do an experiment and base the results on 
such research. It is possible to take such an approach but it is unlikely for that kind of research to be 
within the time budget of a climate action plan). 
 
Having a primitive list of mitigation strategies, it is time to ​model​ the impact of them on the amount of 
emissions through the project timeframe (2019-2050). To do so, future projections are made under two 
different conditions (or multiple conditions for scenario planning). Under the Business-As-Usual 
condition, it is assumed that current circumstances  extend into the future. However, the other scenario 17
studies the impact of implementing mitigation strategies on the amount of emissions. A comparison of 
these two scenarios indicates how much a strategy could reduce emissions. 
 
After studying the impact of primitive models, it is time to decide whether selected strategies are 
appropriate for the goals of the project or not. Also, it is important to consult with the client if they are 
able to implement the strategies. Some measures might be beyond the power of park managers to 
17 The current circumstances for the BAU, based on available historical data, include the expected growth in the 
number of visitors and energy consumption rate at the park, in different sectors, proportionate to that number. Also, 
expected changes in technology such as the fuel efficiency of vehicles, park operations schedule, and attractiveness 
of different activities were considered in the BAU to follow the historical trends. 
14 
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implement. Some might require huge amounts of investment. And some might not technologically be 
possible. By an analysis of the primitive models, it is possible to decide on which strategies to consider 
for the rest of the process. Also, some new mitigation strategies could be devised based on feedback from 
the team and the client. When the final list of strategies is available, ​the model is revised ​to see the 
impact of the final measures. 
 
By now, the emissions have been reduced by a certain amount in terms of calculations. The next step is to 
make sure the plan meets the expectations of the project (carbon neutrality by 2050). If the strategies 
satisfy this requirement, then, it is possible to skip the ​sequestration​ and ​renewable energy​ part and 
move to the next step. However, in the case of this project, it was needed to consider these steps to reach 
carbon neutrality. The Rock Cut State Park benefits from acres of forestland and grassland. These assets 
absorb huge amounts of carbon and store in their mass and roots. So, by calculating the amount of carbon 
sequestered by greenlands, one can decide whether they need to also provide electricity from renewable 
resources or not. Although sequestration could satisfy the carbon neutrality requirement (based on 
SEDAC’s rough estimates when preparing this report), a decision was made to also consider doing the 
calculations for renewable energy production (to meet park facility electricity demand) in case more 
accurate data revealed less levels of sequestration. 
 
Having modeled strategies with potential to meet the goals of the project, it is always beneficial to 
double-check the accuracy of calculations. When one is sure everything is correct, it is time to come up 
with an action plan. To do so, it is required to know the level of effectiveness of different strategies as 
well as capital investment required for implementing them. By doing a ​cost-benefit analysis​ of the 
strategies, it is possible to prioritize which ones to implement earlier than others. Having this prioritized 
list of actions based on strategies, and after consultation with the team and the client, one can come up 
with a timeline to implement the plan based on available capacities to see the best results. An important 
fact to mention here is that it is not necessary to follow the steps as depicted here. Sometimes, it would be 
more efficient to conduct multiple steps together to make a decision. For example, many times, the 
cost-benefit analysis is combined with the strategy selection step as the affordability of strategies might 
become very important later in the process. 
 
Although this is still an ongoing project at SEDAC and the project has not passed the steps represented 
here, ​monitoring and revising​ is an important part of any plan. After the plan is implemented by IDNR 
and Rock Cut Park managers, it is of high significance to monitor the progress of the plan to make sure 
everything is going as it was planned. Otherwise, revisions are required to make appropriate changes in 
order to meet the goals of the plan.  
15 
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3_ Rock Cut State Park Climate Action Plan 
Climate Action Planning in Parks 
Illinois State Parks are unique cultural and environmental assets for the State of Illinois, vibrant 
recreational and natural sanctuaries that engage large numbers of visitors each year. They serve as a 
bridge between the general public and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) regarding 
natural resource management issues, helping IDNR achieve its mission of resource conservation, 
education, and research. State parks are accessible, hands-on learning laboratories that help residents 
understand the human/nature relationship and the challenges of developing a more sustainable society. 
 
Climate change, more than any other issue, challenges our ability to develop a more sustainable society 
and environment. It is therefore critical that IDNR’s current operational, outreach, and educational efforts 
be centered on understanding the implications of climate change and mitigating its impact, particularly by 
moving towards carbon neutrality.  An important next step in these efforts is to develop Climate Action 
Plans for State Parks. These plans will describe a clear path toward achieving a net neutral future for these 
parks.  This will demonstrate IDNR’s proactive approach to climate change by promoting important 
dialogue and awareness, identifying actions to mitigate climate issues, and providing a model for other 
agencies and assets across the state. 
 
Case Study 
A growing number of places not only in the U.S. but around the world are developing climate actions 
plans. A myriad of those plans have been studied before starting the Rock Cut project. The focus of that 
study was mostly on plans prepared for the Midwest region as well as ones prepared for national and state 
parks. One of the examples of climate action planning for parks is the Climate Friendly Parks program 
that has prepared around 100 climate action plans for national parks all around the nation (a list of plans is 
provided in Appendix 3). 
 
Climate Friendly Parks 
 




The Climate Friendly Parks (CFP) Program, prepared by the National Park Service (NPS) is among the 
programs that provides tools and resources to address climate change issues. The goals of the CFP 
Program include:  18
● Measurement of GHG emissions 
18 "Climate Friendly Parks Program - Climate Change (U.S. ...." 2 Oct. 2019, 
https://www.nps.gov/climatefriendlyparks/​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
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● Providing educational materials on climate change for staff, partners, stakeholders, and the public 
● Developing mitigation strategies and calculating their impacts 
 
A list of all the Climate Friendly Parks (CFP) studied for this project is provided in Appendix 3 for 
further information. 
 
Rock Cut State Park CAP 
The rest of Section 3 provides the details of RCSP Climate Action Plan. Following an overview of current 
levels of emissions in the park, the process of developing the emissions inventory for three main 
categories, Transportation, Services & Operations, and Waste is explained. The mitigation strategies and 
their impacts are introduced. Finally, it is explained how sequestration and renewable energy help meet 
carbon neutrality goals in the RCSP. 
 
Inventory of Current Emissions and Sequestration 
Based on energy consumption data collected from the park staff and from site visits, the total emissions 
attributable to the Park is 9,733 MTCO2e. The emissions inventory was developed considering Scopes 1 
and Scope 2 emissions, plus Scope 3 emissions (including visitors and staff transportation). From the total 
emissions, 9,304 MTCO2e or 96 percent is the result of visitors' transportation. The remaining 438 
MTCO2e, or 4 percent, can be attributed to park operations and staff commuting. 
 
A point worth notice is that Scope 3 emissions are far beyond the power and intention of park managers to 
have an influence on. As a consequence, they are not the focus of this report. However, since 
transportation was felt to be somewhat related to the park management system (based on conversations 
with the client), it was decided to calculate the amount of emissions from this sector to have a sense of its 
impact. Also, IDNR, as the client and as the guardian of the state’s natural environment, expressed their 
interest and willingness to reduce carbon emissions in the transportation sector if park management was 
capable of taking reasonable actions. Accordingly, it was suggested to study the impact of transportation 
and to come up with mitigation strategies for them to decide whether they wanted to adopt those strategies 
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Figure 7: Overview of total RCSP emissions by sector 
 
 
Figure 8: Emission by sector (excluding Transportation) 
 
 
Figures 7 and 8 represent RCSP’s current GHG emissions by sector in 2019. As seen in Figure 7, 
Transportation is the largest emission source. Figure 8 shows RCSP’s emissions by sector excluding 
Transportation. Transportation emissions are considered to be within Scope 3, however, the remaining 
emissions represented in Figure 8 are within Scopes 1 and 2 emissions which are more within the power 
of IDNR and park managers to control and mitigate. 
 
Excluding Transportation, Services and Operations is the largest emission producer consuming electricity, 
gasoline, diesel, propane, and charcoal. Emissions produced by buildings’ heating and cooling systems 
(Office & Concession Buildings) are in second place regarding Scopes 1 and 2 GHG emissions. The 
primary source of emissions in these categories is electricity purchased from ComEd who produces 32 
18 
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percent of its electricity from coal-fired power plants.  This electricity is currently used on-site to service 19
buildings and RV stations. Gasoline (provided by Nicor) and propane purchased from other sources are 
also responsible for a large portion of RCSP GHG emissions. These primary emission contributors 
account for more than 71 percent of Park GHG emissions (excluding Transportation) and need to be 
targeted in order to achieve carbon neutrality goals. 
 
Figure 9 and Table 1 summarize total emissions from the Rock Cut State Park in 2019. 
 
Figure 9: RCSP carbon emissions based on fuel source, excluding visitors transportation ( 2019) 
 
  
19 "Environmental Disclosure - ComEd." 31 Mar. 2018, 
https://www.comed.com/SiteCollectionDocuments/SafetyCommunity/Disclosure/Environmental_Disclosure_12_m
onths_Ending_03312018.pdf​. Accessed 10 May. 2020. 
19 
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Table 1: RCSP Emissions by Sector   20
Emissions By Sector 
Sector MTCO2e (%) 
Transportation 9,352 96.0 % 
Visitors 9,304  
Staff Commuting 48  
Services & Operations 196 2.0 % 
Boating 8  
Grilling 35  
Internal Transportation 32  
Tractors (Mowing) 11  
RVs & Campers 110  
Building 98 1.0 % 
Office 18  
Concession 73  
External Lighting 7  
Waste 84 0.8 % 
Solid Waste 71  
Recycle Waste 13  
Wastewater 2.4 0.02 % 
On-Site 0.3  
Off-Site 0.1  
Vault Toilets 2  
Water 1.2 0.01 % 
City Water 0.1  
Wastewater 1.0  
Total Emissions 9,733 100% 
 
20 Details of Buildings, Wastewater, and Water sections are brought from RCSP CAP reports available at SEDAC. 
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A Projection of Future Carbon Emissions 
Figure 10 shows a projection of current carbon emissions from 2019 to 2050 and is used as the basis for 
discerning potential future strategies for mitigation. This projection indicates which sectors are critical 
and need attention in order to reach carbon neutrality. The electricity (purchased from ComEd) is the 
largest contributor to emissions with gasoline and propane as the next largest contributors (excluding 
visitors transportation). Besides electric conservation to meet carbon neutrality, consumption in other 
sectors also needs to be reduced. Visitors transportation, although it is the largest emission source, is not 
the focus of this section because it is within Scope 3 and is far beyond the power and intention of park 
managers to have an influence on. However, it is explained how transportation emissions were calculated 
in the following sections to give a sense of its impact and to provide some possible actions that park 
managers can take. 
 
Currently, lighting retrofit is an on-going project at the RCSP and this will help reduce electricity usage, 
however, in a very small amount since the whole external lighting is only responsible for 4% of the total 
annual electricity consumption. In addition, the park’s plug loads (e.g. RV) are a large contributor (RVs 
and campers consume 65% of total annual electricity) to electric usage along with electric usage coming 
from cooling and electric heating for the office building and the concession building. Gasoline usage is 
mainly from visitor’s boats and internal transportation throughout the park. Finally, the majority of 
propane usage is coming from visitor’s cooking at the park. 
 
Controlling plug loads, improving energy resources for heating and cooling, stabilizing the regulations to 
visitors, adopting renewable clean energy resources (excluding sequestration) will contribute to a large 
reduction in the park emissions (reduce 60% annual emissions in 2050) and help reduce the facility’s 
dependence on purchased electricity coming from coal-based production. Additionally, the park should 
provide energy efficiency information to visitors so that they can make informed decisions about reducing 
their energy usage, increasing resilience to the effects of climate change, and paving the way to a more 
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Figure 10: RCSP Annual Carbon Emissions, excluding visitors transportation (2019-2050) 
 
 
As Figure 11 shows, energy conservation strategies and renewable electricity generation could reduce 
Park Operation’s emissions, in 2050, from, approximately, 600 MTCO2e to 250 MTCO2e (almost 60% 
reduction). Transportation measures were ignored in this chart for two reasons, 1) this section is very 
large, it is not in the scale of other numbers, and having it beside other measures, would make it hard to 
study and compare these smaller amounts; 2) transportations measures are beyond the power and 
intention of park managers and there is high level of uncertainty regarding their effectiveness. 
Accordingly, it makes more sense to focus on what the client is able and can afford to do. In addition, 
sequestration has not been included in the chart, because first, the calculation of its impact has not been 
finalized yet; second, based on current results at SEDAC, it has such a  very large impact that could 
compensate for almost all of the emissions from the park. As a result, more research is required to make 
sure of the impact of the valuable forestland and grasslands available at the Rock Cut State Park. 
 
Figure 11 also represents the effectiveness of conservation measures and renewable energy generation on 
the goal of this project (reaching carbon neutrality by 2050). Obviously, the goal has not been met yet as 
still emissions would be emitted in 2050 if only these measures were implemented. Accordingly, as 
explained in the Climate Action Planning section, to meet the goal, all the three approaches should work 
together to realize carbon neutrality. Conservation measures might become stricter. More renewable 
power could be generated. More importantly, carbon sequestration, particularly, in the case of RCSP 
could account for a large portion of emissions mitigation. 
 
22 
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Figure 11: RCSP future projection of annual carbon emissions with CAP strategies (2019-2050) 
(Park Operations, excluding Sequestration) 
 
 
Pathway to Neutrality 
This Plan promotes a 3-step process (Figure 13) that includes a combination of energy conservation, 
carbon sequestration, and renewable energy generation to achieve carbon neutrality and energy 
independence. 
 
● First, reduce Rock Cut State Park’s energy footprint. Energy conservation is the most economic 
and cost-effective strategy available.  Buildings, Transportation, Service & Operations, and 21
Waste energy systems are considered for this end. 
● Second, increase Rock Cut State Park’s carbon sequestration by implementing practical strategies 
such as a reforestation program. This transition reduces a large portion of the 2019 emissions of 
the park.  Sequestration is still an ongoing research at SEDAC. Since this claim is based on the 22
rough calculations available at the time of writing this report, it will not be included in the 
following sections. 
● Third, the remaining emissions from the first two steps will be eliminated by on-site renewables. 
This project suggests a transition from non-renewable sources of electricity to on-site renewable 
electricity generation by installing PVs. The amount of required renewable electricity is directly 
21 According to SEDAC 
22 This claim is based on ongoing research at SEDAC. However, more research is done to make sure the accurate 
amount of sequestration happening at the park. Referring to the final version of this SEDAC project, when 
published, would help understanding the exact amount of sequestration mitigation. 
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related to how much emissions could be reduced in previous steps. Since conservation is a very 
cost-effective method, it is the first step. Sequestration by plants is also a cost-effective approach
, particularly, in the case of this project as the park already benefits from the availability of acres 23
of forestland and grassland. Renewable electricity generation is a very effective approach in 
reducing carbon emissions, however, it requires large capital investment. As a consequence, it is 
kept as the last solution. When it is understood how much conservation and sequestration could 
contribute to emission mitigation, renewable energy will target the remaining amount of 
emissions, if any. 
 
Figure 12 represents the effectiveness of energy conservation and renewable energy on the total emissions 
of the park. The difference between this figure and Figure 11 is that it includes transportation emissions as 
well. That is why the total amount of emissions is higher in Figure 12. As the figure shows, conservation 
and renewable energy reduce the amount of emissions (in 2050). Since sequestration is not a sure amount 
yet, it has been excluded from the chart. It makes sense to have a very small portion for renewable energy 
as it requires more capital investment compared to other approaches. The exact need for renewable energy 
is understood after knowing the amount of sequestration. Thus, the current renewable energy calculations 
are only to provide energy for current levels of electricity consumption in the park. Once sequestration 
estimates are out, the renewable energy generation would be revised accordingly. 
 




Figure 13 demonstrates how the combination of the three carbon mitigation approaches could help reach 
carbon neutrality. Since the sequestration amount is only a rough estimate , the resulting chart is an 24
23 "Is forest carbon sequestration at the expense of bioenergy and ...." 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1104689916300071​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
24 Based on available calculations at SEDAC at the time of writing this report. 
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inaccurate delineation of the impact of these strategies. However, it is included in this document for 
educational purposes for the audience of this report to understand how the cumulative impact of carbon 
mitigation strategies not only does contribute to carbon neutrality, but also there is a chance for state 
parks with such vast forestland and grassland to achieve goals even beyond carbon neutrality. 
 




Emissions Calculations and Reduction Strategies 
This section provides detailed information on how emissions were calculated. Also, mitigation strategies, 
their requirements impacts are introduced and modeled. 
 
This report provides calculations for Transportation, Services and Operations (S&O), and Waste, as the 
author of this document has been more involved in these sections of the project. However, the findings of 
other sections have been mentioned in the previous parts of the report to provide a better sense of how this 
project was done, and what kinds of emissions existed at the RCSP. 
 
External Transportation 
Rock Cut State Park is located in Northern Illinois near Rockford city. External transportation, including 
visitors transportation and staff commuting, is responsible for  95% of the total emissions of the RCSP. 
Based on the level of emissions and location of the park,  mitigation strategies are developed by 
considering sustainable transportation alternatives. Also, comfortable commuting for the visitors and staff 
is a key priority. 
 
Approach to Considering External Transportation 
External transportation consists of visitors’ vehicles and staff commuting. In order to estimate the 
emission of these categories, the following approach is used. 
 
25 This chart is based on rough estimations of carbon sequestration at SEDAC. The accurate chart could be found on 
the official Rock Cut CAP when SEDAC publishes it.  
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The source of transportation GHG emissions is gasoline consumption of vehicles. In 2019, transportation 
produced a total of 9,352  MTCO2e while consuming 1,039,138 gallons of gasoline. Transportation 
emission is divided into two main categories including staff commuting and visitors’ vehicles. The former 
is responsible for 0.05% of the emissions and the latter for 99.5%. 
 
Table 2: Total external transportation emissions (2019) 
Subclass Gallons of Gasoline MTCO​2e MTCO2e (% ) 
Visitors 1,033,759 9,304 99.5% 
Staff 5,379 48 0.5% 
Total 1,039,138 9,352 100% 
 
Total External Transportation Emission Over Time 
Future projection of transportation is estimated by considering multiple factors. Firstly, it is assumed that 
the amount of transportation gasoline consumption is directly related to the number of park visitors as 
well as the number of staff. The visitor population grows with a rate of 1.6.  Another assumption is that 26
the number of staff remains proportionate to the number of visitors. Vehicles fuel efficiency is also an 
influential factor for future projection which could be obtained from the Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics.  Figure 14 represents the future projection of emissions for external transportation. 27
 




26 ​"Visitation Numbers - National Park Service." 10 Mar. 2020, 
https://www.nps.gov/aboutus/visitation-numbers.htm​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
27 "Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Light Duty Vehicles | Bureau of ...." 
https://www.bts.gov/content/average-fuel-efficiency-us-light-duty-vehicles​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
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Rock Cut State Park welcomes about 1.2-1.5 million visitors each year. The visitors come from different 
areas. Majority of them are from the Rockford area and other places within the State. However, some 
small portion of the visitors are not from within the state. People drive to the park mainly by 
gasoline-powered vehicles.  This part accounts for the single largest emissions of the Scope 3 emissions 28
of the RCSP. 
 
Analysis Methods 
● Average Fuel Efficiency = 24.2 miles: In 2017, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics estimated 
that light-duty vehicles in the U.S. averaged 24.2 mpg. 
● Average Driving Distance: According to the park staff, there are four categories of visitors based 
on the roundtrip mileages  (data provided by park staff): 
○ 18.2 miles: 18.2 miles is the roundtrip distance from Rockford to the RCSP. 
○ 172 miles: 172 miles is the roundtrip distance from Chicago to the RCSP. 
○ 240 miles: 240 miles is the roundtrip distance from Wisconsin to the RCSP. 
○ 400 miles: 400 miles is considered for the roundtrip distance from the other states such as 
Missouri, Iowa, Michigan, etc. to the RCSP. 
● Visitor Trips = 381,000 in 9 months of 2019: Trips were calculated by a simple traffic counter 
sensor (data provided by park staff) 
● Gallons of Gasoline = (Driving Distance / Fuel Efficiency) x Trips: Gallons of Gasoline were 
converted to metric tons of CO2 using the EPA’s online GHG Emission Factor for GHG 
Inventories list.  29
 
 
How to Track Visitor Transportation Emissions: 
● Get average MPG (E) for light-duty vehicles in the U.S. from the Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics’ spreadsheet  30
● Divide the number of visitors’ vehicles to three main categories of mileages based on where they 
come from 
● Consider 1% of the visitors’ vehicles related to the other states by average roundtrip distance of 
400 miles 
● Use traffic sensor counts to get visitor trips (N) 
● Take 0.009 MTCO2e/Gallon as emission factor (f) for gasoline or go to EPA site to get the 
newest emission factors (EPA, 2020) 
 
Formula: Visitor Transportation Emissions (MTCO2e) = f*D*N/E 
 
 
28 This information was provided by RCSP staff. 
29 "Emission Factors for Greenhouse Gas Inventories - EPA." 
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/emission-factors_2014.pdf​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
30 "rita.dot.gov/bts is now www.bts.gov! | Bureau of Transportation ...." 4 Apr. 2018, ​https://www.bts.gov/rita​. 
Accessed 16 Apr. 2020. 
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Assumptions for making future projections 
● Visitors vehicles mileages increase proportionate to the annual visitor growth rate (1.6% ) 31
● Estimations of vehicles fuel-efficiency improvement based on data from the Bureau of 
Transportation (17% annual improvement)  32
 
Staff Commuting 
The Rock Cut State Park employees consist of 7 full-time staff, including 1 resident and 6 daily 
commuters, seasonal staff, and volunteers.  33
 
Analysis Methods 
The same methodology for calculating visitor transportation was applied to staff commuting (approximate 
driving distances were calculated using internal employee/journey-to-work data provided by the park). 
 
How to Track Staff Commuting Emissions: 
● Get average MPG (E) for light-duty vehicles from the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics 
spreadsheet. 
● Use internal employee/journey-to-work data to get staff commuting distance (D). 
● Using internal employee/journey-to-work data to get a number of staff trips (N). 
● Take 0.009 MTCO2e/Gallon as emission factor (F) for gasoline or go to EPA web site to get the 
most recent emission factors 
 
Formula: Staff Transportation Emissions (MTCO2e) = F*D*N/E 
 
Assumptions for making future projections 
● Number of staff will increase 1  person every 5 years  34
● Number of volunteers and maintenance staff increase 1 person every 5 years 
● The future staff emissions equal to average of existing amount of emissions per staff 
○ Average staff emissions: 0.54 MTCO2e/person  35
○ Average volunteers and maintenance staff emissions: 7.26 MTCO2e/person 
● Estimations of vehicles fuel-efficiency improvement based on data from the Bureau of 
Transportation (17% annual improvement)  36
 
 
31 ​"Visitation Numbers - National Park Service." 10 Mar. 2020, 
https://www.nps.gov/aboutus/visitation-numbers.htm​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
32 "Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Light Duty Vehicles | Bureau of ...." 
https://www.bts.dot.gov/bts/bts/content/average-fuel-efficiency-us-light-duty-vehicles​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
33 ​Data provided by park staff 
34 Based on conversations with park manager 
35 Calculations based on emissions in 2019 
36 "Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Light Duty Vehicles | Bureau of ...." 
https://www.bts.dot.gov/bts/bts/content/average-fuel-efficiency-us-light-duty-vehicles​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
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EXT 1: Efficiency Incentives, 2050 (39 percent: 3,673 MTCO2e):​ Create incentives for visitors to 
decrease their GHG emissions. 
 
Successful transportation demand management programs incorporate incentives for commuters to switch 
from Single Occupancy Vehicles (SOVs) to active transportation modes. A reduction of SOVs driven to 
and within the park, which translates into fewer vehicle miles traveled (VMT), is one metric for success in 
reducing transportation emissions. There are several opportunities that the Rock Cut State Park could 
undertake to affect this change. Options for vanpooling and carpooling along with incentives for their use 
should be implemented.  A "Guaranteed Ride Home" in cases of emergency would help to alleviate the 
concerns of visitors with children and families that utilize these alternative commuting choices.  It would 
be beneficial to conduct a revisioning of alternative transportation that would allow employees and 
visitors incentives for smart commuting. Various incentives will likely increase the success of these 
projects such as mandating parking near peripheral areas of the park for able-bodied people to encourage 
alternative means within the premises and offering preferred parking to carpoolers or low-emitting 
vehicles. Accordingly, the following recommendations are provided to apply in order to encourage the 
visitors to carpooling and alternative transportations instead of SOVs: 
● Incentives for riders to carpool, including discounted parking permits, preferential parking spots, 
promotions and prize drawing. 
● Consider implementing incentives to encourage visitors to take alternative transportation 
(shuttles) during peak periods. 
○ Devise a system to deploy additional transit capacity when needed (especially for peak 
seasons). 
● Incentivize and encourage multi-modal transportation, including park-and-ride locations, and safe 
county-wide bike commuting paths and lanes. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Emissions are calculated for the scenario when a certain percentage of visitors use carpooling or 
vanpooling options. 
● Visitors growth rate is 1.6%  37
● Number of cars grows proportionate to the number of visitors 
● Monetary incentives for visitors: 
○ Hybrid car: $0.5/person 
○ Electric car: $1/person 
○ Vanpool and vehicles with more than 5 visitors: $10/person 
● Park starts to collect entrance fee in 2021: $1/person 
● The initial effect of incentives is assumed to be 10% in 2021 
37 "Visitation Numbers - National Park Service." 10 Mar. 2020, 
https://www.nps.gov/aboutus/visitation-numbers.htm​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
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● The final effect of incentives in assumed to be 40% in 2050 
● The average number of persons per carpooling vehicle: 7 persons  38
● SUV and Van fuel efficiency: 22.8 MPG 
○ Slope of annual van fuel efficiency improvement: 0.3  39
● Fuel efficiency of hybrid cars: 44.40 MPG  40
○ Slope of annual hybrid car fuel efficiency improvement: 1.73 
● E-car fuel efficiency: 0.32 kWh/miles  41
● Share of use of alternative options  42
○ Hybrid vehicles: 2% 
○ Electric vehicles: 1% 
○ Slope of increase in the share of electric vehicles: 0.03% 
● Average roundtrip mileage: 49.25 miles/vehicle  43
● Entrance fee increases 1$ every 10 years 
● Cost of gasoline: $2.74/gal 
 
EXT 2: Master Transportation Plan, 2050 (5 percent: 510 MTCO2e): ​Develop and promote shuttles 
(or similar services) to connect cities (less than 10 miles) to the park. 
 
To address visitors commuting from a wide range of places, Rock Cut State Park also needs regional 
planning effort to reduce visitor commuting emissions while welcoming an increasing number of visitors. 
RCSP is currently in the northwest of regional transportation with the Rockford Mass Transit District 
(RMTD).  Through this dialogue, a regional transit plan could be formed which provides bus services to 
the area during peak visiting times. Also, placing the shuttles and vanpooling in the nearest bus stop of the 
RMTD can increase the visitors as well as encourage them to use public transportation instead of personal 
cars. Likewise, in order to promote alternative means of regional transportation to the Park, Rock Cut 
State park could design a plan to advertise the Zipcar service on its website.  Car sharing reduces trips 44
and each shared vehicle is expected to take 15 personal vehicles off the road. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Estimates are made by calculating the amount of carbon mitigated by the portion of local visitors 
who opt to use public transportation. 
● 33% of visitors are from the Rockford Area  45
38 "How does a vanpool work? | Rideshare." ​https://rideshare.org/question/how-does-a-vanpool-work/​. Accessed 24 
May. 2020. 
39 "Download the Automotive Trends Report | The EPA ...." 
https://www.epa.gov/automotive-trends/download-automotive-trends-report​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
40 "Data Sources and Assumptions ... - Alternative Fuels Data Center." 
https://afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/electric_emissions_sources.html​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
41 Source same as hybrid cars 
42 "What percent of US car sales are hybrids? — Quartz." 14 Jul. 2017, 
https://qz.com/1029464/what-percent-of-us-car-sales-are-hybrids/​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
43 Based on 2019 data 
44 This is a membership-based car sharing program with high efficiency, hybrid cars available by the hour. 
45 According to park manager 
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● The ratio of visitors per vehicle is 2.5 (based on 2019 data) 
● Initial percentage of local visitors who use public transportation in 2021 when the program starts 
working: 5% 
● The maximum percentage of local visitors who use public transportation in by the end of the 
program in 2050: 35% 
● Transit bus fuel efficiency: 3.3 MPG  46
● Annual rate of increase in bus fuel efficiency: 2% 
● Additional roundtrip of the Black Line: 6 miles 
● Additional roundtrip of the Purple Line: 6 miles 
● Daily bus transit in peak time: 16 times (every 45 minutes in 12 hours) 
● Daily bus transit in regular time: 10 times (every 1 hour and 15 minutes in 12 hours) 
● Cost of gasoline: $2.74/gal 
● Number of bus stops: 6 
● Cost of building shelter: $5,900  47
● Labor required for shelter installation: 2 person 
● Shelter installation time: 5 days 
● Average cost of labor: $16.38/hour  48
 







46 "Public Transportation Fact Book - American ... - APTA.com." 18 May. 2020, 
https://www.apta.com/research-technical-resources/transit-statistics/public-transportation-fact-book/​. Accessed 24 
May. 2020. 
47 “8 X 15 Bus Stop Shelter 2 Opening” ​shorturl.at/prJN4​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
48 "How Much Does A Construction Worker Make In Illinois?." 7 May. 2020, 
https://www.indeed.com/career/construction-worker/salaries/IL​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
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EXT 3: Construct bicycling infrastructure, 2050 (1 percent: 137 MTCO2e): 
● Invite biking groups to visit the park in order to encourage the visitors and for advertising 
purposes. 
● Contract with the Rockford Bicycle Co. and Cycle Tech shop to develop a rental cycling network 
for the park. 
○ Construct the bicycle stations in front of the Rockford Bicycle Co. and Cycle Tech shop 
and multiple sites within the park to provide infrastructure for biking. 
○ Combine the bus lines and bicycle networks to provide a green transportation alternative. 
 
The facility is also engaged in a dialogue with the Rockford Bicycle Co, Cycle Tech Shop and Loves Park 
Facilities and Services to design and provide a bike sharing system capable of supplying visitors with 
bicycles for transportation within and beyond the park as well as providing a place, tools, and supplies for 
minor repairs of bicycles.  Adequate access to bicycles for visitors and staff can help reduce the Park’s 49
internal and external transportation footprint. 
 
By considering the location of Rock Cut State Park and Cycle Tech and Rockford Bicycle Company, a 
Bike Master Plan could be implemented to connect the City Loop line (16/17 Black) of RMTD and 
Alpine (20 Dark Purple) to RCSP by placing a bike station in the nearest area to the bicycle shopping 
centers. This plan depicts proposed bike routes to be completed in phases over the coming years with the 
goal of promoting a safer and more attractive environment for pedestrians and cyclists. A substantial 
increase in convenient and safe bicycle parking on site would also encourage more biking from the 
surrounding area including Rockford. 
Transportation associated emissions are huge and hard to deal with. The transportation strategies are 
mostly behavior-related policies rather than investments; thus, they don’t require much capital cost and 
should be started as soon as possible. Therefore 2021 could be the expected implementation date. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Estimate the number of visitors who would use rental bikes or ones who would bring their own 
bikes and calculate its impact on carbon mitigation 
● 33% of all visitors are local visitors who might use the bike option 
● Average percent of local visitors who might use their own bikes: 10% 
● Number of installed bicycle on the two sites (Cycle Tech and Rockford Cycle Co.): 1,000 
● Initial use of bicycle plan in 2021: 10% of capacity 
● Final use of bicycle plan in 2050: 80% of capacity 
● Average transportation emissions per local visitor: 0.003 MTCO2e 
● Average cost of each bicycle: $350  50
● Shelter cost: $1,400  51
● Parking stand cost: $50  52
49 According to meetings with the park manager. 
50 "How Much Does A Bike Cost? | Bicycle Universe." ​https://bicycleuniverse.com/how-much-does-a-bike-cost/​. 
Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
51 “Global Industrial™ Bike Storage Shelter.” ​https://rb.gy/klwohk​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
52 “Global Industrial™ Bicycle Parking Rack” ​shorturl.at/fiW29​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
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● Number of bicycles: 1000 
● Number of shelters: 20 
● Number of racks: 20 
● Cost of gasoline: $2.74/gal 
 
Table 3: External Transportation Measure Analysis 
















EXT 1 Efficiency 
Incentives program 
408,161 1,118,360 3,673 39% TBD  53 TBD 
EXT 2 Master 
Transportation 
Plan 
56,720 155,412 510  5% 59,400 0.38 
EXT 3 Construct bicycling 
infrastructure 
15,276 41,833 137 1% 232,500 0.69 
Total  480,157 1,315,605 4,320 45% 291,900 1.07 
 
Cost and Payback 
As shown in Table 3, transportation mitigation strategies have the overall saving potential of $1,315,605 
while a capital investment of $291,900 is required. Also, the strategies are capable of reducing carbon 
emissions by 45%. With simple paybacks less than a year for EXT2 and EXT 3 they appear to be 
reasonable investments. Considering that EXT 1 could have the largest impact, more research is required 




EXT 4: Education and improvement of transportation culture: 
● Promote visitor use of trails for alternative means of travel including hiking, biking, and walking. 
● Expand greenway trail network. 
● Promote visitor use of trails for alternative means of travel including hiking, biking, and walking. 
○ Create a brochure or podcast to help direct people to alternative ways of enjoying the 
scenery of the park outside of their cars. 
○ Study the feasibility of adding a bus route to transport people through the park during 
peak seasons. 
● Expand Greenway trail network. 
● Educate visitors about the benefits of Green Travel. 
53 TBD: To be determined. This is used in this project to show the amounts not been calculated yet. 
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○ Educate all visitors about benefits of driving high occupancy/efficiency (>40 mpg), 
public transportation or alternative fuel vehicles ahead of their trip. Ensure that web sites, 
radio, etc. make the case for a low-transportation-impact visit. 
○ Educate visitors about climate change risks and impacts and the actions that they can take 
to help reduce GHG emissions at the Park. 
○ Hold a Climate Friendly Park workshop 
 
Figure 16: Mitigation Wedges for External Transportation 
 
 
Services & Operations 
Services and operations in the Rock Cut State Park is the second largest emission producer including a 
diverse set of emission sources consisting of  boats, RVs, grills, mowers, and internal transportation. 
  
Total Services & Operations Emissions Breakdown 
Services & Operations GHG sources: 
  
● Grilling (charcoal and propane) 
● Personal and concession boats (propane and gasoline) 
● Internal transportation (gasoline) 
● Mowing machinery (diesel) 
● Recreational Vehicle (RV) and other campers (electricity) 
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Figure 17: Total S&O emissions = 196 MTCO2e 
 
 














RV & Campers 
  












3,583 Gallons/Gasoline 32 16% 
Mowing 
  
1,119 Gallons/Diesel 11 6% 
Total 
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Total S&O Emission Over Time 
 
Figure 17 delineates how the growth happening at the Rock Cut State park as well as many other factors 
considered in the business-as-usual scenario results in almost 200 MTCO2e increase in the amount of 
emissions for the S&O sector from 2019 to 2050. With a closer look at the contributors in the following 
parts, emission mitigation strategies will be introduced. 
 






Calculations for grilling were conducted in two categories (charcoal and propane) as there are two options 
of grilling available to the visitors. By knowing the number of visitors and the percentage who grill (the 
assumption is that 13.5% of visitors do grilling among whom 10% use charcoal and 60% use propane) , 54
the weight of charcoal and propane was calculated in pounds. Pounds of charcoal and propane were 
converted to metric tons of CO2 using the EPA’s Emission Factors for GHG Inventories. Grilling 
produced a total of 35 metric tons of CO2 in 2019 while consuming 2,608 pounds of charcoal and 15,651 
pounds of propane. This represents a total of 18 percent of Services and Operations sector emissions and 
0.4% percent of all park emissions. 
  
 
54 "2017 American Camper Report - Outdoor Industry Association." 
https://outdoorindustry.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/2017-Camping-Report__FINAL.pdf​. Accessed 14 May. 
2020. 
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Table 5: S&O grilling emissions 
Grilling Type MTCO2e Weight (lb) 
Charcoal 14 2,698 
Propane 22 15,651 
Total 35   
 
How to Track S&O Grilling Emissions 
● Estimate the number of people using grilling options based on the number of visitors (N people) 
● Obtain up-to-date amount of charcoal and propane required per person (Q pounds). If the newest 
data cannot be found, use: 
○ 0.5 pound charcoal per person per meal  55
○ 1.5 pounds propane per group per meal  56
● Obtain up-to-date emission data (F) from EPA website. If the newest data cannot be located, use: 
○ o   0.0001 MTCO2/lb for charcoal 
○ o   0.006 MTCO2/lb for propane 
 
Formula: S&O Grilling Emission (MTCO2e) = N * Q * F 
 
Assumptions for making future projections 
● The increase in the amount of charcoal and propane is proportionate to the growth of the number 
of visitors 
○ Visitor growth rate is 1.6%  57
● Annual sales growth (charcoal grill): 0.005  58




55 "Lighting a Charcoal BBQ? Here's how much fuel you really ...." 5 Mar. 2018, 
https://firebrandbbq.com.au/2018/03/05/lighting-charcoal-bbq-heres-much-fuel-really-need/​. Accessed 14 May. 
2020. 
56 "Propane 101: How long does a propane tank last? - Santa ...." 
https://www.santaenergy.com/blog/how-long-does-propane-last/​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
57 ​"Visitation Numbers - National Park Service." 10 Mar. 2020, 
https://www.nps.gov/aboutus/visitation-numbers.htm​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
58 "Sales growth of grills and smokers in the U.S. by type ... - Statista." 24 May. 2018, 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/861503/us-sales-growth-of-grills-and-smokers-by-type/​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
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SOG 1: Provide green cooking tips to visitors  (2 percent: 14 MTCO2e): ​Switch from charcoal and 
propane to cleaner grilling alternatives (electric) 
 
People enjoy gathering with their friends and family, particularly, grilling is a must for some people. 
However, charcoal and propane used for grilling are sources of carbon emissions. By promoting cleaner 
forms of grilling we could help reduce carbon emissions. The educational materials provided to visitors 
could encourage switching from charcoal to propane and from both to even cleaner forms such as solar 
ovens or electric grills. Since one of the major investments of the park (based on this plan) is to provide 
clean solar electricity, for the purpose of calculations, electric grilling is considered to be the most 
effective solution. Also, an assumption is that 3% of people will adopt the new electric grilling option. 
 
 Assumptions and analysis method 
● Estimate the amount of kWh needed for the grillers who switch to electric grilling 
● The educational tips impact on charcoal and propane users: 3% of grillers will use e-grills 
● Conversion factors to get calculate how much electricity would produce similar amount of energy 
for grillers:  59
○ Based on the number of people who switch to e-grilling, it is determined how much 
charcoal and propane will not be used. So, it is required to calculate how much electricity 
is needed to produce the same amount of energy. 
○ 1 lb charcoal is 9700 BTU 
○ 1 lb propane is 15000 BTU 
○ 1 kWh is 3412.14 BTU 
● Electricity price: $0.08/kWh  60
● Charcoal price: $0.81/lb  61
● Propane price: $0.09/lb  62
 
 
59 "Gas or charcoal? Reducing carbon footprint is tricky ... - SFGate." 10 Aug. 2007, 
https://www.sfgate.com/green/article/Gas-or-charcoal-Reducing-carbon-footprint-is-2526459.php​. Accessed 24 
May. 2020. 
60 This is the price SEDAC considers for their projects 
61 "Kingsford Original Charcoal Briquettes, 7.7 ... - Amazon.com." 
https://www.amazon.com/Kingsford-Original-Charcoal-Briquettes-Packaging/dp/B01IUJ2HV2​. Accessed 24 May. 
2020. 
62 "Wholesale Propane Weekly Heating Oil and Propane ... - EIA." 
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_wfr_a_EPLLPA_PWR_dpgal_w.htm​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
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Table 6: S&O Grilling measures analysis 
Mea
sures 
















SOG E-grilling 733 131 -12,260 -324 N/A  63 N/A 2 0.2% 
Tota
l 
 733 131 -12,260 -324   2 0.2% 
 
Cost and Payback 
As Table 6 shows, switching to E-grilling by encouraging visitors to choose this option will be at no cost 
to park, however, it will consume 12,260 kWh electricity resulting in annual $324 loss for electricity 
purchase from ComEd. Considering that it is among this CAP’s strategies to provide on-site solar 
electricity, this electrification approach makes so much sense. Assuming all the electricity would be 
produced by solar PVs, the potential emission reduction would increase from 2 to 51 MTCO2e. Also, we 
could disregard the $324 annual loss for electricity purchase as free renewable solar electricity will be 
available on site (costs of solar electricity generation will be considered in a different section). 
 




63 N/A determines no value considered for the item 
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Boating is among the attractive activities at the Rock Cut State Park. Pierce Lake is open to visitors to 
bring their boats and enjoy their time on the lake. However, the boats should have engines that are below 




Calculations for boating were conducted in two categories (personal boats and concession boats). By 
quantifying annual boating demand and its fuel consumption (gallon), the emissions were calculated using 
the EPA’s Emission Factors for GHG Inventories. Boating produced a total of 7.52 MTCO2e in 2019 
while consuming 562 gallons of gasoline and 2,000 pounds of propane. This represents a total of 4 
percent of Services and Operations sector emissions and 0.1 percent of all park emissions. 
 
Boating demand at Rock Cut is categorized into two subclasses by service: Personal boats and concession 
boats. 
 
Table 7: S&O Boating emissions 
Boating Type MTCO2e Amount 
Personal Boats 5 562 gal  gasoline 
Concession Boats 2.5 2,000 lb propane 
Total 7.5   
 
How to Track S&O Boating Emissions 
● For the concession boats: 
○ Propane (P pounds) consumption can be obtained from filling slips. 
○ According to the EPA, propane emission factor (F) is 0.00126 MTCO2/lb. 
● For personal boats 
○ Obtain number of visitors (N) 
○ Approximate the ratio of boats to number of visitors (R) 
○ Obtain models of the boats 
○ Create a dataset of up-to-date fuel efficiency of different kinds of boats (E gallon/hour). 
In this study: 
■ Pontoon boats: 5 gallon/hour 
■ Bow-rider boats: 4 gallon/hour 
■ Personal watercrafts (PWC): 3 gallon/hour 
○ Obtain boating schedule for different seasons (S hour/day) and number of days per season 
(D) 
○ According to the EPA, gasoline emission factor (F) is 0.009 MTCO2/gallon. 
64 ​"Activities at Rock Cut State Park - Illinois.gov." 
https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/Parks/Activity/Pages/RockCut.aspx​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
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○ Calculate the emissions for all types of boats in all the boating seasons and add the results 
together. 
 
Formula (concession boats): S&O Boating Emission (MTCO2e) = P * F  
Formula (Personal Boats): S&O Boating Emission (MTCO2e) = N * R * E * S * D * F 
 
Assumptions for making future projections 
● The number of boats grows proportionate to the number of visitors 
○ Visitor growth rate is 1.6%  65
● Annual consumed propane or gasoline per boat is calculated based on 2019 and remains constant 
to 2050 
● Slope of increase in the number of participants in boating activities: 0.012  66
 




SOB 1: Equip concession boats with electric engines, 2050 (0.5 percent: 4 MT CO2e):​ Replace the 
existing boat engines with electric ones and buy electric boats if the park is going to add any concession 
boats. 
  
Rock cut state park employs 7 concession boats which consume propane. Reliability, efficiency and 
safety are what matters when we are selecting a boat motor – as are profitability and plannable costs. 
Based on the future electricity generation goals, converting the other emission sources to electric provides 
more potential emission reduction, especially, by supplying electricity through the solar system. This 
measure investigates substituting the propane engines of existing boats with electric ones every 4 years 
starting from 2021. As a result, there will be no propane boats in 2050. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● All the new boats will have electric engines. Plus, existing boats’ engines will be converted to 
electric engines every 3 years starting from 2021 
● Cost of electric engines: $2,699  67
● Electricity price: $0.08/kWh  68
65 ​"Visitation Numbers - National Park Service." 10 Mar. 2020, 
https://www.nps.gov/aboutus/visitation-numbers.htm​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
66 "Number of participants in sailing in the U.S. 2006-2018 - Statista." 12 Feb. 2020, 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/191300/participants-in-sailing-in-the-us-since-2006/​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
67 ​"Electric Outboard with direct drive - Travel 1103 C - Torqeedo." 
https://www.torqeedo.com/us/en-us/products/outboards/travel/travel-1103-c/M-1151-00.html​. Accessed 
24 May. 2020. 
68 SEDAC considers this price for electricity 
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● Propane price: $0.09/lb  69
● Electricity price: $0.08/kWh 
● Cost of electric engine: $2,699  70
 
SOB 2: Design Electric Boating Policy, 2050 (0.6 percent: 5 MT CO2e):​ Develop a policy to mandate 
visitors employing electric boats only. 
  
Visitors’ boats are considered as one of the most gasoline consumers and emit 5 MTCO2e in 2019. In 
order to reduce the visitors boats emissions, it seems necessary to regulate boat types to lead visitors to 
use electric boats. The plan is to implement this policy by 2023. Afterwards, boating by propane, 
gasoline, and the other sources will be forbidden, and only electric boats could be implemented on the 
lake. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Starting from 2023 only electric boats will be allowed in the park 
● Number of boating days in peak season: 30 
● Number of boating days in off-peak season: 15 
● Hours of boating: 3 
● Average boat engine: 5 HP 
● Gasoline price: $2.74/gal 
● Electricity price: $0.08/kWh 
 
SOB 3: Put avoid idling the engine sign (0.2 percent: 2 MT CO2e):​ By installing no idling-signs, 
encourage boaters to reduce their extra consumption. 
  
Boating can be fuel intensive if boaters do not care how they use their boats. Idling the engine can waste 
lots of fuel and emit carbon to the atmosphere. With a rough estimation, 10 boats idling 1 hour a day 
working for 30 days can produce 1 MTCO2e. By promoting no-idling signs, it is possible to reduce 
carbon emissions. However, it is not possible to expect everybody to follow the signs. So, the assumption 
would be that only 10% of boaters will follow the no-idling signs and one more percent of boaters will 
follow the rules each year. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Idling fuel consumption: 0.39 gal/h 
● Each boat’s idling time: 1 hour 
● Boats following idling sign starting from 2021: 10% 
● Each year, 10% more of boaters follow the no-idling rule 
● Gasoline price: $2.74/gal 
69 "Wholesale Propane Weekly Heating Oil and Propane ... - EIA." 
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_wfr_a_EPLLPA_PWR_dpgal_w.htm​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
70 "Electric Outboard with direct drive - Travel 1103 C - Torqeedo." 
https://www.torqeedo.com/us/en-us/products/outboards/travel/travel-1103-c/M-1151-00.html​. Accessed 24 May. 
2020. 
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● Aluminum sign price: $69.95  71
● Number of no-idling signs: 5 
● Construction worker rate: $50  72
● Hours required to install a sign: 1 
● Number of workers needed to install the signs: 1 
 
Table 8: S&O Boating measures analysis 
















SOB 1 Rental E-boat - 3,429 -23,585 -1,571 64,776 - 4 0.5% 
SOB 2 Mandate 
E-boat 
959 - -9,176 1,895 - - 5 0.6% 
SOB 3 No-idling sign 168 - - 462 600 1.3 2 0.2% 
Total  1,127 3,429 -32,761 786 65,376  11 1.3% 
 
Cost and Payback 
As Table 8 shows, boating strategies are able to reduce emission by 11 MTCO2e (1.3% of toal S&O 
emissions). In this table, it is assumed that the electricity needed for e-boats will be purchased from 
ComEd. If the required electricity was generated by the on-site solar PVs suggested in this CAP, the 
simple payback for  SOB 1 would be 2.4 years. There is no capital investment needed for SOB 2, and the 
simple payback for SOB 3 is 1.3 years. Given the payback times, the strategies seem to be reasonable 













71 ​"SmartSign." ​https://www.smartsign.com/​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
72 "Illinois Construction Workers Make $50-68 Hour, Strike For 15 ...." 6 Jul. 2010, 
https://www.businessinsider.com/illinois-workers-make-50-68-hour-strike-for-15-more-2010-7​. Accessed 24 May. 
2020. 
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Transportation GHG emissions are derived from one source: Gasoline consumption of vehicles.  In 2019, 
internal transportation (9 vehicles for maintenance and management purposes) produced a total of 32 
MTCO2e while consuming 3,583 gallons of gasoline. 
 
Table 9: S&O internal transportation emissions 
Internal transportation MTCO2e Volume (gallon) 
Vehicles 32 3,583 
Total 32   
 
How to Track S&O Internal Transportation Emissions 
● Obtain fuel consumption data from bills (G gallons). 
● According to the EPA, gasoline emission factor (F) is 0.009 MTCO2/gallon. 
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Assumptions for making future projections 
● Number of internal vehicles grows proportionate to the number of staff 
● The average number of vehicles per staff is estimated based on 2019 data and is assumed to 
remain constant through 2050: 1.3 car per staff member 
● The number of staff members is assumed to increase 1 person every 5 years 
● Estimations of vehicles fuel-efficiency improvement based on data from the Bureau of 
Transportation (17% annual improvement)  73
 




SOIT 1: Switch to electric vehicles for future replacement (5 percent: 42 MT CO2e):​ Investment in 
electric vehicles for park management purposes is a reasonable measure as it will result in a huge amount 
of emission mitigation in the S&O section. Besides, the plan to generate on site electricity makes this 
investment make much more sense. For this end, the assumption is that all the new vehicles purchased in 
the future will be electric cars. Also, the old cars will be replaced by electric cars one by one every five 
year. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● All new cars will be electric vehicles: 113 MPGe  74
● Every 3 years, one old car is replaced by an electric car 
● MPG equivalent is used for E-Vehicle calculations 
● MPGe improves by one thirds of MPG improvement pace: 0.057  75
● Average mileage per car (based on 2019 data): 9,635 miles 
● Electricity emission factor: 0.0004 MTCO2e/kWh  76
● Gasoline price: $2.74/gal 
● Electricity price: $0.08/kWh 




73 "Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Light Duty Vehicles | Bureau of ...." 
https://www.bts.dot.gov/bts/bts/content/average-fuel-efficiency-us-light-duty-vehicles​. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
74 "What Is MPGe? - US News Cars - US News & World Report." 5 Jul. 2018, 
https://cars.usnews.com/cars-trucks/what-is-mpge​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
75 This is merely an assumption. It will be replaced with a more accurate number in the final CAP published by 
SEDAC 
76 This is the emission factor SEDAC considers for electricity generated by ComEd 
77 This price is for 2017-2019 Honda Clarity EV 
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Table 10: S&O Internal Transportation measures analysis 














SOIT 1 E-Vehicle 4,687 -37,076 8,130 446,160 55 36 6% 
Total  4,687 -37,076 8,130 446,160 55 36 6% 
 
Cost and Payback 
As table 10 shows, the Electric Vehicle strategy although reduces emissions by 6% in the S&O section, it 
requires a large capital investment with a 55-year simple pay back. Compared to strategies in other 
sections, this is a longer payback. If the client were not interested in such an investment, then, further 
research would be required to devise more cost-efficient strategies. Given that the park might invest in 
on-site solar electricity generation, the simple payback would decrease to 34 years. However, further 
research would still be helpful to further  reduce this payback period. 
  















Consumption data for diesel-fueled S&O machinery was obtained from filling slips.  These slips included 
a machinery description plus type and amount of fuel used.  Gallons of diesel were converted to metric 
tons of CO2 using the EPA’s online GHG Equivalency Calculator. Mowing produced a total of 11 
MTCO2e in 2019 while consuming 1,119 gallons of diesel. This represents a total of 0.3 percent of 
Services and Operations sector emissions and 0.04 percent of all Park emissions. 
  
Table 11: S&O mowing machinery emissions 
Mowing Machinery Gallons MTCO2e 
Toro #1 134 1.4 
Toro #2 133 1.4 
John Deere 997 #1 102 1.0 
John Deere 997 #2 353 3.6 
John Deere 750 9 0.1 
John Deere 935 30 0.3 
John Deere 5320 103 1.1 
John Deere 5300 163 1.7 
John Deere 2155 68 0.7 
John Deere 401B 4 0.0 
John Deere 1145 23 0.2 
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How to Track S&O Mowing Emissions 
● Diesel (D gallons) consumption can be obtained from filling slips. 
● According to EPA, diesel emission factor (F) is 0.01 MTCO2e/gallon. 
 
Formula: S&O Diesel Emissions (MTCO2e) = D*F 
 
Assumptions for making future projections 
● Since no physical development is expected to happen in the park, the projections show no 
increase in the mowing demand. 
 




SOM 1: Renew Mowing Tractors by Electric Ones, 2050 (1.4 percent: 11 MT CO2e):​ Renew 
Mowing tractors by electric ones to reduce Diesel consumption. 
  
There are 11 tractors in the Rock Cut State Park implemented for mowing and moving trees and foliage. 
The existing vehicles use diesel fuel and could be replaced by similar electric tractors. The maximum 
equivalent electric tractor is 30 HP which could be utilized for moving trees and foliage. Accordingly, it is 
estimated that more powerful tractors will be produced in the next 30 years. So, replacing the mowing 
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tractors, including Toro 1 and 2, in 2021 is considered. Then, the other tractors will be replaced with 
electric ones in the next 25 years. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Replace Toro with a small E-tractor in 2021 
● Replace John Deere tractors with e-tractors every 5 years 
● Replace big John Deere tractors with big e-tractors every 5 years 
● Electricity emission factor: 0.0004 MTCO2e/kWh 
● Small tractor cost: $3,500  78
● Large tractor cost: $26,000  79
● Electric mowing tractor power: 2.25 kW 
● Equivalent horsepower: 45 HP 
○ Not all tractors can be replaced by E-tractors as the maximum horsepower for electric 
ones is 45 HP. Larger tractors are still considered to remain in the park as there is no 
substitution for them. 
● Diesel price: $2.55/gal 
 
Table 12: S&O Mowing measures analysis 














SOM 1 E-Tractor 1,119 -36,721 -84 151,000 TBD 11 1.4% 
Total  1,119 -36,721 -84 151,000  11 1.4% 
  
Cost and Payback 
As table 12 shows, the electric tractor strategy reduces emissions by 11 MTCO2e. In this table, it is 
assumed that the electricity would be purchased from ComEd. Given the fact that it is suggested in this 
CAP that the park supplies its electricity demand by on-site solar electricity generation, the simple pay 
back for this strategy would be 53 years. It is relatively a long period. Adopting this strategy would 







78 "CRAFTSMAN E225 42-in Lithium Ion Electric Riding Lawn ...." 
https://www.lowes.com/pd/CRAFTSMAN-E225-42-in-Lithium-Ion-Electric-Riding-Lawn-Mower/1002740304​. 
Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
79 "CET - Solectrac Electric Tractors." ​https://www.solectrac.com/cet​. Accessed 24 May. 2020. 
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SOM 2: Increase no-mow, xeriscaped and low-maintenance landscape. ​A potential currently exists 
for at least certain acres of conversion. 
 
Xeriscaping is the process of landscaping or gardening that reduces or eliminates the need for 
supplemental water from irrigation. Xeriscaping may be an alternative to various types of traditional 
gardening. Besides, by reforestation and adopting no-mow strategy, not only would carbon sequestration 
be expanded, but less mowing would result in less use of mowing machinery and carbon emission 
production. 
  
SOM 3: Set purchasing standards for machinery (including rental equipment) based on fuel 
efficiency and identify outdated or inefficient candidates for replacement. 
Figure 23: Impact of Mowing measures on mitigating MTCO2e 
 
 
Recreational Vehicles (RV) and Campers 
 
Analysis Method 
Calculations for electricity used by RVs and campers is based on utility bills available for the 
campground. The emissions were calculated using the EPA’s Emission Factors for GHG Inventories. 
RVing and camping produces a total of 109 MTCO2e in 2019 while consuming 273,268 kWh electricity 
and 309 gallons of propane for cooking and heating purposes. This represents a total of 56 percent of 
Services and Operations sector emissions and 1.1 percent of all park emissions. 
  
Table13: RV emissions 
RV MTCO2e Amount 
RV 109 273,268 kWh 
309 gal (propane) 
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How to Track S&O Grilling Emissions 
● Obtain campground electricity consumption from electricity bills (E) 
● Obtain up-to-date emission data (F) from EPA website. If the newest data cannot be located, use: 
● 0.0004 MTCO2/kWh 
● 0.0003 MTCO2/Gallon Propane 
● To calculate the heating demand with propane, use the EIA Detailed Household Propane End-Use 
Consumption  information to obtain propane usage (H Gallon/household). To convert this 80
amount to the amount needed for heating purposes in RVs, approximate the ratio of the volume of 
average home volume to average RV volume (R). By knowing the ration, multiply the amount of 
consumption by that ratio to get the amount of consumption (C). Finally, multiply consumption 
by emission factor (F) to obtain MTCO2e. And multiply the amount of emissions by the number 
of RVs (N). 
● To calculate cooking demand for RVs, use the EIA Detailed Household Propane End-Use 
Consumption information to obtain propane usage (H Gallon/household). Consider a portion of 
this amount for RVs to consume for cooking purposes (P). In this study, we considered 70%. 
Finally multiply that by emission factor (N) to obtain annual MTCO2 for an RV. Then, multiply 
that by the average number of RVs throughout the year (N). 
 
Formula: S&O RV and Campers Electricity Emission (MTCO2e) = E * F 
Formula: S&O RV and Campers Heating Emission (MTCO2e) = H * R * F * N 
Formula: S&O RV and Campers Cooking Emission (MTCO2e) = H * P * F * N 
  
Assumptions for making future projections 
● Electricity consumption grows proportionate to the growth in the number of visitors 
 




SORV 1: Reduce peak demand (1.2 percent: 10 MT CO2e):​ Research claims regulating peak demand 
could result in 10% reduction in energy consumption.  By installing meters on electricity hook ups that 81
RVs use it will be possible to monitor electricity consumption throughout the year. After identifying peak 
demand times, RV users could be charged more for excessive electricity consumption at those times. 
Higher rates are imposed every to 20% peak demand reduction. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Regulating peak demand reduces peak consumption by 10% 
● Regulation gets stricter every year to reduce 1% more peak consumption every year until 
reaching 20% reduction 
80 "Table CE5.4 Detailed household natural gas and ... - EIA." 
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/c&e/pdf/ce5.4.pdf​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
81 "Our top blog posts to read (or read again) before ... - ACEEE." 2 Jan. 2018, 
https://www.aceee.org/blog/2018/01/our-top-blog-posts-read-or-read-again​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
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● Regulation starts from 2021 
● Number of hours in peak demand (8:00 am - 8:00 pm): 12 hours 
● Number of days with peak demand (November to March): 150 
● Number of days without peak demand (May-September): 210 
● Electricity price: $0.08/kWh 
 
Table 14: S&O RV measures analysis 
Measure
s 












SORV 1 Peak 
Regulation 
25,788 2,062 209 0.10 10 1.2% 
Total  25,788 2,062 209 0.10 10 1.2% 
 
Cost and Payback 
As table 14 shows, peak demand regulation with small capital cost and less than a year of simple pay back 
seems a reasonable mitigation strategy capable of reducing emissions by 10 MTCO2e. 
  
 Non-Quantified Measures 
 
SORV 2: Provide energy smart tips for RV users. ​There are a myriad of ways RV users can reduce 
their energy consumption. They range from conservation solutions such as proper insulation for severe 
climates to climatic solutions such as using more sunlight to gain heat. Providing RV users with 
information on how they can reduce their consumption along with providing financial incentives for them 














82 "RV Energy Saving Tips | Your RV Lifestyle." 7 Feb. 2019, 
https://www.your-rv-lifestyle.com/rv-energy-saving-tips/​. Accessed 25 May. 2020. 
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Figure 24: Impact of RV measures on mitigating MTCO2e 
 
 








Rock Cut State Park has a full on-site water pumping and treatment facility and contracted waste disposal 
program (Area Waste Disposal). Apart from that, solid waste also emits GHGs in the process of waste 
disposal operations such as landfilling and incineration without energy recovery and other treatment 
operations like composting. The emissions include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous 
oxide (N2O), along with three fluorinated gases. 
 
Approach to Considering Waste Emission 
Consumption data for solid waste including trash and recycling was obtained by reviewing pickup dates 
from Area Disposal and extrapolating tonnage of waste produced based upon container volume and 
average trash weight. Tons of trash and recycling waste were converted to MTCO2e based upon EPA 
estimates. On-site solid waste including trash and recycling produced a total of 116 MTCO2e in 2019 
while also producing 100 tons of trash and 24 tons of recycling. 
 
Total Waste Emission Breakdown 
Based on the dumpsters placed in the park area, there are two main solid waste resources, including trash 
and recycling. By considering the discharge schedules of the trash cans, dumpsters, and recycling 
dumpsters, the existing waste production weight of the park is divided into trash and recycle by 80% and 
20%, respectively. 
 
Figure 26: The weight of existing trash (Ton) 
 
Figure 27: Total Solid Trash Emission MTCO2e 
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Table 15: Total waste emissions  
Subclass Tons of Trash MTCO2e MTCO2e (% ) 
Solid Waste Municipal 71 30 82% 
Recycling 20 7 18% 
Total 91 37 100% 
 
Total Waste Emission Over Time 
The number of visitors can be assumed to be directly proportional to waste production. By considering the 
past average waste production per visitor, the future produced waste and recycling related emissions 
based are estimated based on the anticipated growth of visitors at the park through 2050. 
 













The solid waste consists of food waste and non-recyclable garbage sent to the landfill. The amount of 
solid waste is calculated based on the pickup time of dumpsters, bins, and baskets. 
 
Analysis Method 
● Obtain production data for solid waste by reviewing pickup dates from Area Disposal and 
extrapolating tonnage of waste (S) produced based upon container volume and average trash 
weight. 
● The average density of cubic yard municipal solid waste is: 111 lbs   83
● Use emission factor (f_s) of 1 MTCO2e/Ton of solid waste (Allenton CAP, 2013) 
 
Formula: Solid Waste Emissions (MTCO2e) = f_s * S 
 
Assumptions for making future projections 
● The amount of waste increases proportionate to the growth in the number of visitors (1.6%) 
● Trend of the amount of solid waste: -0.10%  84
● Average solid waste per visitor (2019): 0.001 Ton/visitor 
● Density of solid waste: 81.87 kg/m3  85
 
Recycled Waste 
In addition to dumpsters for solid waste, the park is equipped with recycling dumpsters and bins to collect 
recyclable waste and send it to recycling plants. Materials accepted for recycling include: plastic bottles, 
aluminum cans, steel cans, glass bottles, paper and cardboard 
 
Analysis Method 
● Obtain Consumption data for recycling waste by reviewing pickup dates from Area Disposal and 
extrapolating tonnage of recycling (R) produced based upon recycle dumpsters volume and 
average recycling waste weight. 
● The average density of cubic yard recycling waste is: 138 lbs 
● Use emission factor (f_r) of 0.67 MTCO2e/Ton of recycling waste 
 
Formula: Recycling Waste Emissions (MTCO2e) = f_r * R 
 
83 ​"U.S. EPA Volume-to-Weight Conversion Factors, April 2016 (pdf)." 
https://recyclesearch.com/profile/epa-state-measurement/resource/156?statype=file&name=profiles%2FP
rogram-33%2F1496695571_volume_to_weight_conversion_factors_epa_2016+%282%29.pdf​. Accessed 
14 May. 2020. 
84 "National Overview: Facts and Figures on Materials, Wastes ...." 13 Mar. 2020, 
https://www.epa.gov/facts-and-figures-about-materials-waste-and-recycling/national-overview-facts-and-figures-ma
terials​. Accessed 25 May. 2020. 
85 "Volume-to-Weight Conversion Factors, April 2016." 
https://recyclesearch.com/profile/epa-state-measurement/resource/156?statype=file&name=profiles%2FProgram-33
%2F1496695571_volume_to_weight_conversion_factors_epa_2016+%282%29.pdf​. Accessed 25 May. 2020. 
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Assumptions for making future projections 
● The amount of waste increases proportionate to the growth in the number of visitors (1.6%) 
● Trend of the amount of recycled waste: 1.64% 
● Average recycled waste per visitor (2019): 0.0002 Ton/visitor 
● Density of recycled waste: 65.85 kg/m3  86
 




W 1: Recycling incentive program, 2021 (2 percent: 0.9 MT CO2e): 
● Install reverse vending machines in the park – visitors can use this incentive to get a discount on 
park entrance fee or any park activity fee. 
● Develop incentives for reducing trash (e.g. charging for waste) 
○ Explore the possibility of credit incentives based on the volume of recycled materials. 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Additional entrance fee: $1 / person 
● Incentives for reverse vending machine coupons: $0.03/person 
● Estimated number of bottle and cans: 2/person 
● Percent of visitors who bring soda or water: 20% 
● Annual use of reverse vending machines increases by 3% each year 
● Aluminum cans weight: 12 ounces 
● Water bottle weight: 0.35 ounces 
● Estimated aluminum can per visitor: 1 
● Estimated water bottle per visitor: 1 
● Reverse vending machine cost: $12,000/each  87
● Total number of reverse vending machines in the park: 10 
● The machines will be installed in 2021 
● The entrance fee is increased every 10 years by $1 
● The 10 yard dumpster rent cost: $350/week 
● The 10 yard dumpster volume: 650 gallons 
● Installation requires 2 persons 
● Installing each machine requires 2 days 




86 "Volume-to-Weight Conversion Factors, April 2016." 
https://recyclesearch.com/profile/epa-state-measurement/resource/156?statype=file&name=profiles%2FProgram-33
%2F1496695571_volume_to_weight_conversion_factors_epa_2016+%282%29.pdf​. Accessed 25 May. 2020. 
87 "Reverse vending machines arrive on Oahu - Pacific Business ...." 28 Nov. 2004, 
https://www.bizjournals.com/pacific/stories/2004/11/29/focus3.html​. Accessed 25 May. 2020. 
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W 2: Encourage waste/ recycling programs, 2022 (18 percent: 6.5 MT CO2e): 
● Placing more recycling containers next to garbage bins 
● Adding signage encouraging campers and hikers to manage their waste 
● Staff advise visitors to sort recyclable materials and avoid bringing non-reusable or 
non-biodegradable items to the park 
● Share waste/recycling information on the website 
 
W 3: On-site food composting system, 2025 (5 percent: 2 MT CO2e): 
● On-site composting system can compost food waste 
● The compost could be used for landscaping and soil amendment in the park 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Percent of compostable waste: 6.7%  88
● Annual use of food composting facility increases by 3% 
● Food composting units will be installed in 2021 
● Number of food composting units: 5 
● Cost of food composting units: $2695/each  89
● Installation time for each unit: 2 days 
● Labor cost: $50/person 
● Number of labor required: 2 persons 
 
W 4: Limit waste production and charge for additional amounts, 2025 (27 percent: 9.8 MT CO2e): 
● Limit maximum waste production per family (1 bag) 
● Charge a small fee for additional waste production 
● Provide an incentive for lower waste production 
 
Assumptions and analysis method 
● Limit of solid waste production for each person: 0.12 gallon/person 
● Limit of recycled waste production for each person: 0.0.06 gallon/person 
● Annually, 3% more visitors support this program 
 
Through implementation of these measures it is  expected that the park can reduce the solid waste 
produced per person to 0.10 lbs from 0.12 lbs. Also, on-site composting and recycling is increased per 
person to 0.09 lbs from 0.03 lbs. These measures lead to a total reduction of carbon emissions 18.9 
MTCO2e. 
 
88 "Food Waste Composting: Institutional and Industrial Application." 
https://extension.uga.edu/publications/detail.html?number=B1189​. Accessed 25 May. 2020. 
89 “2 Ton Capacity Food Waste Fermenting Bin.” ​shorturl.at/kEFRX​ . Accessed 25 May. 2020. 
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Figure 29: Waste emissions through time (2019-2050) 
 
 
Table 16: Waste Measure Analysis 
Measures Descriptio
n 












W 1 Recycling 
incentive 
program 
35,681 19,213 200,000 10.41 0.9 2% 




143,390 111,935 126,400 1.74 6.5 18% 
W 3 On-site 
composting 
system 
13,101 10,227 21,500 3.23 2 5% 
W 4 Limit 
Waste 
Production 
75,300 35,951 TBD TBD 9.8 27% 
Total  267,472 177,326 347,900  19.2 52% 
 
Cost and Payback 
As table 16 shows, strategies differ in their simple payback periods. W 1 has the longest, while W 2 and w 
3 are more short-term strategies. Given the short payback period for W2 and W3, it is expected for them 
to be adopted by the client. W1 also has a payback within the timeframe of the project. The final decision 
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Electrical Loads to be Offset after Implementation of Measures 
After implementation of the measures recommended in this report, it is estimated that the electrical use 
for the RCSP will be to provide electricity for the Office Building, the Concession Building, and the 
Campsites. 
 
Table 17: RCSP electricity consumption 
Use  Use After Measures 
kWh/year 
Proposed Solar Installed 
kWh/year 
Proposed Solar kW 
Office Building 40,000 40,000 27 
Concessions Building 75,000 66,000 44 
Campsites 200,000 212,500 138 
Total 315,000 285,500 187 
 
These estimations are based on the measures recommended in other parts of the report which, overall, 
reduce electrical consumption and also shift the space heating of the office building from natural gas to 
electric.  90
 
It should be noted that the loads are spread between separate utility meters. Given considerations of utility 
tie in and transportation of generated electricity it is much preferred to use the power at or nearby that site 
where it is generated. For the purpose of this report, therefore, three separate solar installations at the 
RCSP were sized for the loads generated in those areas: 
1. At the office building 
2. At the concession building 
3. At the campsites 
 
Solar Sites 
Office Building Solar 
The orientation of the office building does not make it a good candidate for rooftop solar. Therefore, a 
ground array was considered to be installed in the parking area to the north of the buildings. The area 
drawn Figure 29, would produce about 60,500 kWh of electricity per year , more than enough electricity 91
to meet the demand of the office building even after implementation of the recommended measure of 
replacing the gas furnace with an electric heat pump (NREL PVWatts Calculator was used to do solar 
calculations). 
 
90 Data from SEDAC 
91 "NREL PVWatts Calculator." ​https://pvwatts.nrel.gov/pvwatts.php​. Accessed 14 May. 2020. 
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In this case, ground mounted and roof mounted solar installations were considered. Due to the 
complicated roofline and the shading present at the site due to mature trees directly to the East and West 
of the concession building, it was estimated that only a small portion of the concession building roof is 
appropriate for solar. 
Therefore, a ground installation is recommended to the south of the concessions building as shown in 
Figure 30 below.  The array would generate about 66,000 kwh/yr, offsetting approximately 88% of the 
expected use of the concessions building. 
 








The largest electric draw in the park is the campsite area. Since this area includes many electric sites for 
RV camping, peak loading can be significant. Luckily, space is available for a large solar array directly 
north of the campsite office, adjacent to the wastewater treatment site. This array, shown in Figure 32, 
could provide about 200,000 kwh  per year enough to satisfy the demand from the campers, offices and 92
wastewater process. 
 
Figure 32: Wastewater treatment solar site 
 
Cost and Payback 
Given an approximate installed cost of about $3/watt capital costs for the recommended solar installations 
would be about $720,000. Given an annual generation of about 300,000 kWh the solar could potentially 
save the park up to $30,000 in electric costs. Given that savings the panels could be expected to pay for 
themselves in 24 years. Given the expected solar panel lifespan of 25-30 years, this is considered to be a 
beneficial investment. 
 
Timeline for Actions 
SEDAC will provide IDNR with a timeline for action with details on the priority of adopting different 
strategies and required investments. These suggestions will be based on cost-benefit analysis of the 
strategies as well as the resources available to IDNR and park managers. At the time of writing this 
report, such analysis has not been conducted yet. Accordingly, more details of the actions timeline could 






92 NREL Solar Calculator was used to do all the solar calculations. ​https://pvwatts.nrel.gov/ 
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4_ Conclusion and Recommendations 
The Rock Cut State Park Climate Action Plan is an IDNR project done at the Smart Energy Design 
Assistance Center (SEDAC) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The goal of this project 
was to reach carbon neutrality at the Rock Cut State Park by 2050. In this project, a carbon emissions 
inventory for Scopes 1 and 2 emissions, plus, visitors transportation was developed. Also, the IDNR was 
provided with energy conservation measures and renewable energy generation capable of reducing park 
operations’ emissions by 60%. Finally, it was recommended that the remaining amount of emissions 
could be addressed but carbon sequestration using the valuable asset of forestland and grassland available 
at the park. This report provided details of  how Transportation, Services and Operations, Waste, and 
Renewable Energy were calculations and analyses were done. 
 
The project started by collecting energy consumption data from the park by asking park managers with a 
list of required information. Following that, research was conducted to figure out how to do the 
calculations required to develop an emissions inventory. This step was the most time-consuming and 
puzzling phase of the project. Having the emissions inventory, mitigation strategies were devised. They 
were modeled to study their impact on emissions mitigation. Besides, on-site solar electricity generation 
was also suggested to supply the park electricity demand. The combination of mitigation strategies and 
renewable electricity generation calculations showed the potential to reduce the park emissions (excluding 
transportation) by 60%. However, to meet the goal of carbon neutrality, the remaining 40% emissions 
should still be mitigated. Luckily, the park benefits from acres of forestland and grassland. An ongoing 
research at SEDAC on carbon sequestration will determine whether the greenlands could help address the 
remaining emissions or not. Also, further research is being conducted at the time of writing this report to 
prioritize recommended strategies based on their cost, effectiveness, as well as by considering the 
capacities available to park managers and IDNR. After this final step is completed, a timeline for action 
would be suggested to park managers. Hopefully, this project could be a model for developing climate 
action plans for Illinois state parks. 
 
During this project, the author of this report learned a lot and it had so many lessons for him. At the 
beginning, he knew what the goal was, however, he did not have a clear roadmap ahead of him. He had to 
deal with lots of questions that arose in the process. And he learned so many ways that could not lead to 
success. The following section elaborates on the lessons learned in this project and some of the issues that 
may arise in the process of developing a climate action plan are explained. Hopefully, it will be a helpful 
guide for students, researchers, and professionals who intend to work on climate action plans. 
 
Challenges on the Way 
The following paragraphs are about the experience of the author of this report in dealing with different 
issues that might arise in the process of developing a climate action plan. 
 
Set Clear Goals and Decide on the Scope of the Project 
It is important to exactly know what the goals are and what the scope is. The path one takes might 
completely be different depending on the goals and the scope of the project. The data required to collect, 
the methods to adopt, the people to communicate with, and many other things could be different if, for 
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example, one decides to aim to create carbon neutrality by considering scope 1 and scope 2 emissions. 
Adding scope 3 emissions would require much more data to be collected. And if one does not make clear 
decisions in the beginning, much of the work would be duplicated later in the process. 
 
Obtaining Data and Relationship with Client 
If one is lucky, the client would provide them with some data and information. However, it is very likely 
that at some points in the process one needs to ask for more data from the client or start researching 
theirselves. The more data one can get from the client, the easier the next steps would be for them. It is 
very important to build such a relationship with the client so one would be able to ask for information 
when needed. The client might be very busy and slow in providing information. Also, there are times 
when one would feel that the client does not enjoy constant communication on the project. So, it would be 
helpful to do research beforehand on what kinds of data and information would be needed in the next 
steps. Before asking for information, one should make sure, at least, they have an idea of how they want 
to do the calculations in developing the emissions inventory. They should prepare a list of all they think 
will be needed for their calculations. Then, the list can be submitted to the client. It is almost impossible 
to get all one would need in early communications. Either the data would not be enough, or one might 
want to add some new sources of emissions that have just been learned about on which there is no data. 
So, it is important to always maintain a good relationship with the client. 
 
Relevant Data 
One of the most important matters to always be aware of is when is the data for. This is particularly 
important when one is working in a team. Sometimes, there is a list of what kinds of data would be 
needed for the next steps. One spends some time on collecting the data. However, when the analysis is 
about to start, it is learned that the data is from multiple years. For example, one might have electricity 
consumption data for 2018 while the natural gas information is for 2015. It is very important to pay 
attention to this matter, otherwise, it would be impossible to make reasonable comparisons and the results 
of the analysis would make much less sense. 
 
Go on Site Visits 
Even though one might have all the data needed to do the project, it is always helpful to make time and go 
on a site visit. Site visits provide a new perception of the project that would help in making progress in the 
project. This would be more beneficial, particularly, for the time one wants to tailor appropriate 
mitigation strategies. Some strategies could be very context-based, meaning that one strategy that is 
impactful in one project could have negative results in another. 
 
Calculations and Assumptions 
There are millions of ways to calculate how much emission a source is producing. The easiest way is to 
have the amount of consumption, to know the schedule that source operates, to have the emission factors, 
and to simply do the math. However, in many cases, there is lack of some sort of required data. For 
example, suppose one wants to calculate the amount of emissions from personal boats that visitors bring 
to the park and they are provided with no data. When asking clients for data, it is  realized that the park 
has not kept any data on the number of the boats or their types. So, either one has to do enough site visits 
to obtain a reasonable amount of data. Or, research should be conducted on what types of boats are 
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generally used in state parks, when are peak seasons and off-peak seasons, how many hours a day people 
do boating, etc. It should be acknowledged that deciding on what data to go with as the assumption for the 
rest of the calculations, is one of the hardest dilemmas one would face in developing a carbon inventory. 
So, it is important  to obtain as much data as possible to avoid such a situation. When inevitably one has 
to make assumptions, it is beneficial to have a sense of what would be closest to reality. Also, it is 
possible to cross-check calculations with other data to validate they are close to reality. For example, 
when calculations for this project were being done to figure out how much RVs would consume 
electricity, lots of assumptions had to be made as no data  was available on the number and types of RVs. 
When the annual kWh of RVs was calculated, the error was evident as the calculated kWh was twice the 
amount of electricity consumption of the whole park. It was a clear indicator that a wrong path was taken. 
So, it was understood that either the assumptions had to be revised or another approach had to be followed 
─ in this case, the latter happened. 
 
Watch the Units 
One of the challenging tasks in developing carbon inventories is the units with which used to do the 
calculations. It is common to have consumption data in one unit while the emission factor in another unit. 
So, it is very important to always watch the units to make sure they are matching with each other. 
Otherwise, it would make a huge trouble to track the mistakes made in the early phases of the project 
when there are tens of working sheets and hundreds of calculations. 
 
Keep Cells Connected 
One of the challenging things that could happen is that at some point one learns a change is required in 
one of the calculations or assumptions of calculations. If one is lucky, it is the only thing needed to 
change. However, in many cases, one assumption is used in many calculations, or the result of one 
calculation is used as an input for another calculation. If one simple figure changes, a series of 
calculations could change, as a result. It is of high significance to devise a way to avoid the burden of 
tracking all the things that would be modified by the small change that has just been made. In this project, 
Microsoft Excel was used to do and keep calculations. Thankfully, it was possible to keep cells connected 
in Excel. It is just needed to refer to cells, instead of manually writing equations when using assumptions 
or figures from other calculations. For example, suppose one has been told that the annual number of park 
visitors was 1000 and all the emission calculations were based on this assumption. Later in the process, it 
is  learned that it was a wrong number and the actual number of visitors is 2000. Having disconnected 
calculations, will force the researcher to track all the equations in which the old number was used. 
However, if calculations were connected, all the equations will be updated as soon as the data in one cell 
changes. 
 
Document Assumptions and Citations 
Lots of revisions would be required when making progress in a project. Accordingly, many calculations 
would be required to get updated. When one goes back to their spreadsheet after a while, it is highly 
possible that many of the calculations and numbers seem nonsense unless one has properly documented 
the assumptions for the calculations or the sources used to obtain data from. It is helpful to document the 
assumptions and sources as much as possible to avoid such situations. 
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Establish a Template for Teamwork 
When working as a team, it is common that each person follows their own rule. It is not a problem until 
the team wants to put together or to review all the individual parts that everybody has done. Particularly, 
it might be difficult to understand emissions calculations when there are a number of different methods to 
document them. Accordingly, it is beneficial to establish templates, early in the project, for all the parts of 
the project that will be done in a team. 
 
Group Work Inefficiency 
Since the Rock Cut State Park was a large project done in a team, shared documents were usually used. 
For example, the team had a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in which all the calculations were saved. This 
file was located on SEDAC’s server and everybody had access to it. One of the problems of using this 
shared file was that not everybody could make changes to the file at the same time. So, people used to 
make a copy of the file for themselves and worked on that copy. When they were done, they copied their 
updates to the main file. The problem with this method was that sometimes people, accidentally, deleted 
some data from the shared file. This duplicated the effort of others to figure out which cells were missing 
and a way to fix the problem. Accordingly, it is important to establish a way and to pick a platform to 
efficiently work as a team. 
 
Time Limits 
Most of the time, there is a time limit for projects. It is helpful to think about the time budget available to 
the project to plan on how much time could be spent on each step. It is common that one might tend to 
spend unnecessary time in one step because things can always get improved and calculations can always 
become more accurate. Accordingly, it is of high importance to plan to adopt appropriate methods for the 
project with regard to the time limit in order not to face financial loss or losing the whole project. 
 
Keep an Open Mind for Strategies 
When looking for mitigation strategies, try to keep an open mind for effective and new ideas. Although 
case studies help shaping primitive ideas, those ideas might not be suitable for the context of a project. 
Accordingly, it is always useful to think how one could adapt strategies to suit a specific project. Besides, 
it is helpful to make a diverse strategy team consisting of people with expertise in multiple fields. It is 
common that a team mostly includes engineers, planners or people from other professions. The issue is 
that when only engineers suggest strategies, they might dismiss, for example, political solutions that 
would be very impactful. On the other hand, when planners give their suggestions, they might not be 
aware of some affordable technological solutions. Accordingly, it is worthy to keep a diverse team, or at 
least, ask the team to think and research openly. 
 
Periodic Group Meetings 
When working in groups and on large projects, it is very beneficial to hold periodic group meetings in 
order for everyone to understand what is going on in other parts of the project. Sometimes, a member is 
struggling to solve a problem that others have already found an answer to. Or there are times when 
knowing a fact about other parts of a project would completely change the way one would do their 
research. For all such benefits, SEDAC’s Climate Action Plan team also had weekly meetings.  
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Appendix 1: Emission Factors 
 
Table 1: Emission factors used in the project  
 Emission Factor Unit Source 
Electricity 0.004 MTCO2e/kWh ComEd 
Gasoline 0.009 MTCO2e/Gal EPA 
Propane 0.00126 MTCO2e/lb EPA 
Diesel 0.01 MTCO2e/Gal EPA 
Charcoal 0.005 MTCO2e/lb (Bhattacharia, 2002)  93
Waste 1.0 MTCO2e/Ton (Allerton Park CAP,2013)  94















93 "Emission factors of wood and charcoal-fired cookstoves ...." 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0961953402000727​. Accessed 11 May. 2020. 
94 "Allerton Park Climate Action Plan.pdf - University of Illinois at ...." 15 May. 2013, 
https://icap.sustainability.illinois.edu/files/project/3905/Allerton%20Park%20Climate%20Action%20Plan.pdf​. 
Accessed 11 May. 2020. 
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Appendix 2: Sample Calculations 
 
This appendix provides sample calculations (Microsoft Excel) sheets that were used in this project. 
 
Figure 1: Sample calculation sheet for visitors transportation 
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Figure 3: Sample calculation sheet for visitors boats 
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Figure 6: Sample calculation sheet for internal transportation 
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Appendix 3: Climate Friendly Parks (CFP) List 
 
This appendix provides a list of CFP parks climate action plans studies for this project. These climate 
action plans could be found online on the National Park Service (NPS) website. 
 
1. Antietam National Battlefield 
2. Apostle Islands National Lakeshore 
3. Bandelier National Monument 
4. Big Cypress National Preserve 
5. Big Hole National Battlefield 
6. Big South Fork National River & 
Recreation Area and Obed Wild & 
Scenic River 
7. Boston Harbor Islands National 
Recreation Area 
8. Cabrillo National Monument 
9. Cape Cod National Seashore 
10. Cape Hatteras National Seashore, 
Wright Brothers National Memorial and 
Fort Raleigh National Historic Site 
11. Carl Sandburg Home National Historic 
Site 
12. Castillo de San Marcos National 
Monument and Fort Matanzas National 
Monument 
13. Catoctin Mountain Park 
14. Channel Islands National Park 
15. Chesapeake and Ohio Canal National 
Historic Park 
16. Christiansted NHS, Salt River Bay NHP 
& Ecological Preserve, and Buck Island 
Reef NM 
17. City of Rocks National Reserve 
18. Congaree National Park 
19. Crater Lake National Park 
20. Craters of the Moon National 
Monument 
21. Cuyahoga Valley National Park 
22. Death Valley National Park 
23. Delaware Water Gap National 
Recreation Area 
24. Devils Postpile National Monument 
25. Devils Tower National Monument 
26. Everglades National Park 
27. Fire Island National Seashore 
28. Flagstaff Area National Monuments 
(Sunset Crater, Walnut Canyon, 
Wupatki) 
29. Fort Smith National Historic Site 
30. Fort Vancouver National Historic Site 
31. Gateway National Recreation Area 
32. George Washington Birthplace National 
Monument & Thomas Stone Naitonal 
Historic Site 
33. George Washington Memorial Parkway 
34. Glacier National Park 
35. Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve 
36. Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
37. Grand Canyon National Park 
38. Grand Canyon-Parashant National 
Monument 
39. Great Basin National Park 
40. Great Smoky Mountains National Park 
41. Haleakala National Park 
42. Harpers Ferry National Historical Park 
43. Hawaii Volcanoes National Park 
44. Homestead National Monument of 
America 
45. Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore 
46. Jewel Cave National Monument 
47. John Day Fossil Beds National 
Monument 
48. John Muir and Eugene O'Neill National 
Historic Sites 
49. Joshua Tree National Park 
50. Kalaupapa National Historical Park 
51. Katmai National Park & Preserve 
52. Kenai Fjords National Park 
53. Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
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54. Lake Roosevelt National Recreation 
Area 
55. Lassen Volcanic National Park 
56. Lava Beds National Monument 
57. Lewis and Clark National Historical 
Park 
58. Mammoth Cave National Park 
59. Manassas National Battlefield Park 
60. Manzanar National Historic Site 
61. Marsh-Billings Rockefeller National 
Historical Park 
62. Mojave National Preserve 
63. Monocacy National Battlefield 
64. Mount Rainier National Park 
65. Mount Rushmore National Memorial 
66. Muir Woods National Monument 
67. National Capital Parks East 
68. New River Gorge National River 
69. Nez Perce National Historical Park 
70. Nicodemus National Historic Site 
71. North Cascades National Park 
72. Olympic National Park 
73. Oregon Caves National Monument 
74. Pea Ridge National Military Park 
75. Petrified Forest National Park 
76. Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore 
77. Pinnacles National Park 
78. Point Reyes National Seashore 
79. Prince William Forest Park 
80. Pu'ukohola Heiau National Historic Site 
81. Redwood National Park 
82. Richmond National Battlefield Park 
83. Rock Creek Park 
84. Rocky Mountain National Park 
85. Sagamore Hill National Historic Site 
86. San Francisco Maritime National 
Historical Park 
87. San Juan Island NHP 
88. Santa Monica Mountains National 
Recreation Area 
89. Scotts Bluff National Monument 
90. Sequoia and Kings Canyon National 
Parks 
91. Shenandoah National Park 
92. Valley Forge National Historical Park 
93. Whiskeytown National Recreation Area 
94. Whitman Mission National Historic Site 
95. Wilson's Creek National Battlefield 
96. Wolf Trap National Park for the 
Performing Arts 
97. World War II Valor in the Pacifc 
National Monument 
98. Yosemite National Park 
99. Zion National Park  
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Appendix 4: Logo Design 
 
Figure 1 represents the Rock Cut State Park’s logo design which was inspired by mitigation wedges from 
an earlier project at SEDAC (Allerton Park Climate Action Plan ). When I was reading through that 95
report in the preliminary phases of the RCSP CAP project to get a clearer idea of what I was supposed to 
do, mitigation wedges jumped out to me as one of the most significant outcomes of such a project. So, I 
decided to design my logo using the main lines of the mitigation wedges in that study. 
 




Mitigation wedges represent how different mitigation strategies reduce GHG emissions through time. As 
Figure 2 shows, Allerton Park was supposed to produce much more GHG emissions in 2035 compared to 
2005. However, implementing multiple strategies has resulted in reaching zero emissions a couple of 
years before 2035. 
 
Accordingly, I started playing around with Allerton Park’s mitigation wedges to create my logo. The 
current logo, shown in Figure 1, represents two main ideas that were important to me; 1) by using an 
arrow with a start point, it shows how the change happens through time. From the start point, we see an 
increase in the amount of emissions, however, from a certain point, things change and the expected 
increase does not happen. Moreover, the fact that the logo ends with an arrow head indicates that although 
we might have reached our goals at this point, it is not the end, and there is still a lot to do; 2) mitigation 
wedges, as the core idea of this logo, are clearly and symbolically represented to convey the idea that the 
reason the expected increase in the level of emissions did not happen is the strategies that the project 
suggests. 
95 "Allerton Park Climate Action Plan.pdf - University of Illinois at ...." 15 May. 2013, 
https://icap.sustainability.illinois.edu/files/project/3905/Allerton%20Park%20Climate%20Action%20Plan.pdf​. 
Accessed 10 May. 2020. 
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Figure 2: Allerton Park’s mitigation wedges (Allerton Park, 2013) 
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